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rPREFACE
This document contains a li iting of the Scientific and Technical Information that the
Langley Research Center has been responsible for producing during the calendar year
of 1976, Included in this listing are NASA Technical Reports, Technical Notes, Technical
Memorandums, Special Publications, Contractor Reports, Journal Articles, and Technical
Presentations made at Society meetings. NASA formal reports included in this listing are
those that have been mailed and distributed to the ultimate user. In selecting Journal
Articles, only those articles which were published in a Journal during the past calendar
year are included. Similar.Ly, material presented at Society meetings was presented dur-
ing the calendar year 1976.
The material presented here is listed first by Division and then uncar the following
headings: (a) Formal Reports, (b) Contractor Reports, (c) Articles and Meeting Presenta-
tions, and (d) High Number Technical Memorandums (High TM X' s). Un gar each heading,
the material is listed by authors in alphabetical order. If a report has more than one
author and these authors are from different Divisions, the report is listed only once,
under the senior author's name.
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NASA LANGLE,Y RESEARCH CENTER
Hampton, Virginia
CALENDAR YEAR 1976
I. PUBLICATIONS FOR ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Andersen, C. M.; and Bowen, John T.: A Computer Program for Anisotropic
Shallow-Shell Finite Elements Using Symbolic Integration. NASA TM X-33251
1976.
2. Dieudonne, James E.; Grove, Randall D.; and Steinmetz, George G.: A Simulation
Study of Curved, Descending, Decelerating, Landing Approaches for Transport
Aircraft. NASA TN D-8190, 19'16.
3. Hauck, Jacob A.; and Bowles, Roland L.: Effects of Rotor Model Degradation on
the Accuracy of Rotoreraft Real-Time Simulation. NASA TN D-8378, 1976.
4. Park, Stephen K.; and Huck, Friedrich O.: A Spectral-Reflectance Estimation
Technique Using Multispectral Data From the Viking Lander Camera.
NASA TN D-8292, 1976.
5. Parrish, Russell V.; and Ashworth, Billy R.: The Effect of Digital Computing on
the Performance of a Closed-Loop Control--Loading System. NASA TN D-8371,
1976.
6. Parrish, Russell V.; and Martin, Dennis J., Jr.: Comp-trison of a Linear and a
Nonlinear Washout for Motion Simulators Utilizing, Objective and Subjective Data
From CTOL Transport Landing Approaches. NASA TN D-8157, 1976.
7. Steinmetz, George G.; Morello, Samuel A.; Knox, Charles E.; and Person, Lee H., Jr.:
A Piloted-Simulation Evaluation of Two Electronic Display Formats for Approach
and Landing. NASA TN D-8183, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
No contractor reports.
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1, Ashworth, Billy R.; and Parrish, Russell V.: A Visual Motion Simulator for General
Aviation Compensated Within the Nonlinear Adaptive Washout for Actuator Lag.
Presented at the AIAA Visual and Motion Simulation Conference, April 1976.
2. Basili, Victor R.; and Knight, John C.: A Language Proposal for Scientific Computing.
Presented at the Third ICASE Conference on Scientific Cnmputing: Computer
Science and Scientific Computing, April 1976.
3. Klein, V.; and Schiess, J. R.: Compatibility of Measured Test Data. Presented at
the 1976 AIAA AAS Astrodynamics Conference, August 1976.
4. Kurtz, L. A.; Smith, R. E.; Parks, C, L.; and Boney, L. R.: A Numerical Experiment
Comparing; the Method of Linea With Finite Difference Techniques for Solving
Time-Dependent Martial Differential Equations. Presented at the Third ICASE
Conference on Scientific Comp.:iing;: Computer Science and Scientific Computing;,
April 1976.
5. Lanibiotte, Jules J.: Computing; the Fast Fourier Transform on STAR, Presented at
the Third ICASE Conference on Scientific Computing;: Computer Science and
Scientific Computing, April 1976.
6. Parrish, Russell V.; and Ashworth, Billy R.: The Effect of Digital Computing; on a
Closed Loop Control Loading; System Performance. Presented at the Summer
Computer Simulation Conference, July 1976.
7. Parrish, Russell V.; Rollins, John D.; and Martin, Dennis J., Jr.: Visual, Motion
Simulation of CTOL Flare and Touchdown Comparing; Data Obtained From Two
Model Board Display Systems. Presented at the AIAA Visual and Motion
Simulation Conferencc=, April 1976.
8. Shoosnuth, John N.: Relevance of Computer Science Education to Industry and
Government Needs - A Critique of the Proposed Update to Curriculum ' 68.
Presented at the Sixth SIGCSE Technical Symposium on Computer Science
Education, July 1976.
9. Straeter, Tarry A.: Software V&V (Validation and Verification). Presented at the
Summer Software Engineering Workshop, August 1976,
10. Straeter, Terror A.; and Williams, Tautes R.: TCV Software Test and Validation
Tools and Ymhniques. Presented at the AIAA Aircraft Systems and Technology
Meeting, September 1.976.
11. Tucker, ,Terry H.; Tapia, Moiez A.; and Bennett, A. Wayne: Booloan Integration.
Presented at the 1976 IEEE SOUTHEASTCON, April 1976.
12. Winters, P. A.; Jalufka, N. W.; and DeYoung, R. J.: Collisional Processes in the
3 He-Ar Nuclear Pumped Laser. Presented at the Twenty-Ninth Ai dual Gaseous
Electronics Conference, October 1976.
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D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Ashworth, Billy R.: A Seat Cushion to Provide Realistic Acceleration Cues for
Aircraft Simulators, NASA TM X-73984, 1976.
2. Houck, Jacob A.; Ashworth, Billy R.; and Baker, Dewey R.: Application of
Helicopter Mathematical Model to the Langley Differential Maneu"ering Simulator
for Use in a Helicopter Fighter Evasive Maneuver Study. NASA TM X-73935,
1976.
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II. PUBLICATIONS FOR INSTRUMENT RESEARCH DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Exton, Reginald J.; and Gregory, Ray W.: A Four-Channel Portable, Solar
Radiometer for Measuring; Particulate and/or Aerosol Opacity and Concentration
of NO2 and S0 2 in Stack Plumes. NASA TN D-8182, 1976.
2 Singh, Jag J.; Khandelwal, G. S.; and Sentell, R. J.: An Investigation of Size-
Dependent Concentration of Trace Elements in Aerosols Emitted From the
Oil-Fired Heating; Plants. NASA TM X-3401, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1, Harris, Franklin S., Jr.: Atmospheric Aeroiols: A Literature Summary of Their
Physical Characteristics. NASA CR-2626, 1976. (NGR 47-003-068 Old
Dominion University)
2. Lawley, Kenneth L.; Bellavance, David W.; and Reisinger, Axel R.: Narrow
Spectral Width Semiconductor Laser. NASA CR-145025, 1976. (NAS1-13848
Texas Instrument ,,, Inc.)
3. Phillips, James D.: Development of InSb Charge-Coupled Infrared Imaging Device -
Lirear Imager. NASA CR-145003, 1976. (NAS1-13973 Hughes Aircraft
Company)
4. Schwarz, Helmut: Investigation of a Quadrupole Ultra-High Vacuum Ion Pump.
NASA CR-145010, 1976. (NGL 07-009-003 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
5. Wang, James C. F.: Investigation of Turbulence Spectra Measurements with a
Laser Velocinieter. NASA CR-132744, 1976. (NAS1-12895 General Electric
Company)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentaticiis
1. Chu, W. P.; Swissler, T. J.; and McCormick, M. P.: Data Inversion for Spacecraft
Solar Occultation Experiments in the Near IR, UV, and Visible Region.
Presented at the NASA/OSA Topical Meeting on Atmospheric Aerosols, Their
Optical Properties and Effects, December 1976.
2. Crumbly, K. H.; Sentell, R. J.; Storey, R. W., Jr.; and Woods, D. C.: Spatial
Concentration of Particulates From Rocket Exhaust Ground Clouds. Presented
at the NASA/OSA Topical Meeting on Atmospheric Aerosols, Their Optical
Properties and Effects, December 1976.
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3, DeLoach, Richard; Morris, Alvin L.; and McBeth, Robert B.: A Combined
Boundary-Profile and Automated Data-Reduction and Analysis System. Journal
of Boundary-Layer Meteorology, 1976.
4. Evans, B. D.; and Hendricks, H. D.: Association of the 6-eV Optical Band in
Sapphire With Oxygen Vacancies. Presented at the International Conference
on Ion Implantation in Semiconductors and Other Materials, August 1976,
5. Exton, Reginald J.: Cesium Oscillator Strengths Measured With a Multiple-Path-
Length Absorption Cell. Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative
Transfer, 1976.
6. Exton, R. J.; and Snow, W. L.: Reduced Absorptiun Coefficients for Satellites in
Cesium,-'Foreign Gas Mixtures. Presented at the Thiid International Conference
on Spectral Line Shapes, September 1976.
7. Franke, J. M,: A Passive Radar Technique. Presented at the 1976 Annual Meeting
of the Virginia Academy of Science, May 1976.
8. Franke, J. M.; and Becher, Jacob: Holographic Spectroscopy of Laser Diodes.
Presented at the 1976 Annual Meeting; of the Virginia Academy of Science,
May 1976.
9. Fuller, W. H.; Swissler, T. J.; and McCormick, M. P.: Comparative Analysis of
Red-Blue Lidar and Rawinsonde Data. Presented at the NASA; OSA Topical
Meeting; on Atmospheric Aerosols, Their Optical Properties and Effects,
December 1976.
10. Guarino, J. F.: Balances and Instrumentation for NTF. Presented at the AGARD
MiNi-LaWs Meeting; - A Revie-:; of Model System:; and Their Implications in the
Operation of Pressurized Wind Tunnels, April 1976.
11. Guarino, Joseph F.: Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System for the National
Transonic Facility. Presented at the Workshop on High Reynolds Number
Research, October 1976,
12. Hendricks, H. D.; Evans, B. D.; and Bunch, J. M.: Fast Neutron and Ion Beaal
Damage in Crystalline MgO and Al20 3 , Presented at the Annual Meeting; of the
American Ceramic Society, May 1976.
13. Heyman, Joseph S.: A Nom-Phase Sensitive Transducer for Ultrasonics. Presented
at the ARPA AFML Review of Quantitative NDE, August 1976.
14, Heyman, Joseph S.: Ultrasonic Techniques for Non-Destructive Evaluation.
Presented at the Rockwell International Science Center Colloquium, September
1976.
I
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15, Heyman, Joseph S.: A Self-Exciting Ultrasonic Reflection CW Instrument.
Presented at the IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, September 1976.
16. Hunter, William W.: Aerodynamic Measureme t Techniques Using Lasers.
Presented at the 13th Annual Meeting of tht SZ ociety of Engineering Science,
November 1976.
17. Hutchby, James A.: Schottky Barrier Dominated m-z-s Structure in As + Implanted
CdS. Presented at the International Conference on Ion Implantation in
Semiconductors and Other Materials, August 1976.
18. Hutchby, James A; and Fudurich, Richard L.: Theoretical Analysis of
AIXGal-xAs -GaAs Graded Band-Gap Solar Cell. Journal of Applied Physics,
July 1976.
19. Hutchby, James A.; and Fudurich, Richard L.: Theoretical Optimization and
Parametric Study of n-on-p A1XGa 1 _xA*A -GaAs Graded Band-Gap Solar Cell.
Journal of Applied Physics, July 1976.
20. Hwang, Hsing-chow; Sher, Arden; and Gross, Chris: Strain Effect on the Electronic
Density of States and do Conductivity of Disordered Binary Alloys. Physical
Review B, May 197',.
21. Judson, Charles M.; Wood, George M.; and Yeager, Paul R,: Mass Analyzer for
Trace Gas Analysis. Presented at the 24th Annual Conference on Mass Spectrom-
etry, May 1976.
22. Kantsios, Andronicos G.: Infrared Scanners for Temperature Measurement in Wind
Tunnels. Presented at the Third Biennial Infrared Information Exchange Meeting,
August 1976.
23. Khandelwal, G. S.; Pritchard, W. M.; and Singh, J. J.: An Estimate of the Yield of
Photoneutrons From Beryllium Using a LINAC as the X-Ray Source. Nuclear
Science and Engineering Journal, August 1976.
24. McCormick, M. P.: Stratospheric Aerosol Measurements With Lidar and Satellite
Sensors. Presented at the University of Arizona Seminar, March 1976.
25. McCormick, M. P.; Edwards, H. B.; Mauldin, L. E., III; and McMaster, L. R.:
Satellite Solar Occultation Measurements, SAM II and SAGE. Presented at the
NASA, OSA Topical Meeting on Atmospheric Aerosols, Their Optical Properties
and Effects, December 1976.
26. McCormick, M. P.; Fuller, W. H.; Chu, W. P.; and Swissler, T. J.: Lidar Measure-
ments of Stratospheric Aerosols. Presented at the Symposium on Radiation in
the Atmosphere, August 1976.
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27. McCormick, M. P.; SwisslL r, T. J.; and Chu, W. P.: Aerosol Tropospheric-
Stratospheric Exchange. Presented at the NASA OSA Topical Meeting on Atmo-
spheric Aerosols, Their Optical Properties and Vf r cts, December 1976.
28. Pankove, J. I.; and Hutcwjy, J. A.: Photoluminescew?a of Ion-Implanted GaN. Journal
of Applied Physics, December 1976.
29. Rhodes, David B.: Optical Scanning System for Laser Velocirieter. Presented at
the SPIE 20th Annual Technical Conference, August 1976.
30. Rhodes, David B.: Optical Scanning System for Laser Velocimeter. Proceedings of
the SPIE 20th Annual Technical Symposium, 1976.
31. Sentell, Ronald J.: Computer Graphics and Analysis of Atmospheric Aerosol Size
Distributions. Presented at the Aerosol Measurement Workshop, March 1976.
32. Sentell, Ronald J.; Storey, Richard W.; and Chang, James J. C.: Tethered Balloon-
Based Measurements of Aerosol Concentration and Meteorological Parameters.
Presented at the NASA OSA Topical Meeting on Atmospheric Aerosols, Their
Optical Properties and Effects, December 1976.
33. Singh, Jai* J.: Mossbauer Study of Dilute Alloys of Iron. Presented at the 1976
Annual Meeting of the American Physical Society American Association of Physics
Teachers, February 1976.
34. Singh, Jag J.: Mossbauer Effect Measurement in Single Crystal Iron Subjected to
Cyclic Stress. Journal of Nuclear Instruments and Methods, 1976,
35. Singh, Jag J.: Mossbauer Effect Studies in Iron Containing Nonmagnetic Impurities.
Presented at the Annual Meeting; of the American Physical Society, December
1976.
36. Singh, J. J.; Sentell, R. J.; and Khandelwal, G. S.: Toxic Element Fractionation in
Aerosols Emitted Front Oil-Fired Heating Piants. Presented at the 1976 Meeting
of the Southeastern Section of tree American Physical Society, November 1976.
37. Spijkerman, J. J.; Singh, Jag; J.; Bohlen, David H.; Brown, Kenneth H.; and Mazak,
Richard A.: Mossbauer Down — Hole Gravity Meter. Presented at the ERDA
Symposium on X- and Gamma-Ray Sources and Applications, May 1976.
38. Storey, Richard W.: Aerosol Field Measurements Using Light Scattering Photometers.
Presented at the Aerosol Measurement Workshop, March 1976.
39. Woods, David C.: Measurement of Particulate Aerosol Mass Concentration Using a
Piezoelectric Crystal Microbalance. Presented at the Aerosol Measurement
Workshop, March 1976.
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40. Woods, David C.: Cha,,acterization of Particulate Aerosols. Tres-.it-d . t the 98th
Anniversary Convention of the National Technical Associatir i, Tjl:^ 16,
41. Woods, David C.: Techniques of Particulate Sampling. Presentt-d at the Howard
University Graduate Seminar in Mechanical .Engineering, November 1976,
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Hillard, Mervin E.; aad Clenimons, James I.: An Interface Between a Datametric
1085A Manometer and a Hewlett-Packard 21005 Computer. NASA TM X-73976,
1976.
2. Stewart, Roger B.; Sentell, Ronald J.; and Gregory, Gerald L.: Experimental Mea-
surements of the Ground Cloud Effluents and Cloud Growth During, the February 11,
1974, Titan-Centaur Launch at Kennedy space Center. NASA TM X-72820, 1976.
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III. PUBLICATIONS FOR FLIGHT DYNAMICS AND CONTROL DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Adams, James J.: Pilot-Model Measurements of Pilot Responses in a Lateral-
Directional Control Task. NASA TN D-8357, 1976.
2. Adams, James J.; and Moore, Frederick L.: An Analytical Study of Aircraft Lateral-
Directional Handling Qualities Using pilot Models. NASA TN D-8103, 1976.
3. Armstrong, Ernest S.; and Caglayan, Alper K.: An Algorithm for the Weighting
Matrices in the Sampled-Data Optimal Linear Regulator Problem. NASA TN
D-8372 0 1976.
4. Btrd, John D.; and Smith, Kathryn A.: Frequency of Enconnter of Aircraft in a Ran-
dom Horizontal Field. NASA TN D-8149, 1976.
5. Conway, Bruce A. and Hendricks, R. C.: A Summary of the Skylab Crew,/Vehicle
Disturbances Experiment, T-013. NASA TN D-8128, 1976.
6. Coupry, Gabriel: Problems of Flight in Turbulence. (Phillips, William H., Trans-
lator). NASA TT F-16401, 1976.
7. Goode, Maxwell W.; O' Bryan, Thomas C.; Yenni, Kenneth R.; Cannaday, Robert L.;
and Mayo, Marisa H.: Landing Practices of General Aviation Pilots in Single-
Engine Light Airplanes. 1`IASA TN D-3283, 1976.
8. Oehman, Waldo I.: Optimal Design Consideratimis of a Gust Alleviator for Aircraft.
NASA TN D-8152 1 1976.
9. Sherman, Windsor L.. Generalization and Refinement of an Automatic Landing Sys-
tem Capable of Curved Trajectories. NASA TN D-8336, 1976.
10. Stewart, Eric C.: An Analytical Study and Wind Tunnel Tests of an Aeromechanical
Gust-Alleviation System for a Light Airplane. NASA TN D-8234, 1976.
11. Waller, ._irvin C.: An Investigation of Correlation Between Pilot Scanning Behavior
and Workload Using; Stepwise Regression Analysis. NASA TM X-3344, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Balakrishnan, A. V.; and Maine, Richard E.: Improvements in Aircraft Extraction
Program	 NASA CR-145090, 1976. (NAS1-13824 Optimization Software, Inc.)
2. Burgin, George H.; and Eggleston, David M.: Design of an All-Attitude Flight Control
System to Execute Commanded and Bank Angles of Attack. NASA CR-145004,
1976. tNAS1-13773 Decision Science, Inc.)
6
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3. Hartmann, G. L.; Hauge, J. A.; and Hendrick, R. C.: F-8C Digital CCV Flight Control
Laws, NASA CR-2629, 1976. (NAS1-12680 Honeywell, Inc,)
4. Kaufman, Howard: Research in Digital Adaptive Flight Controllers. NASA CR-2684,
1976. (NGR 33-018-183 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
5. Krebs, Marjorie J.; and Wingert, James W.: Use of the Qculometer in Pilot Work-
load Measurement. NASA CR-144951, 1976. (NAS1-13092 Honeywell, Inc.)
6. Mout, Michael L.; and Burgin, George H.: A Computer Program for L se of Sensi-
tivity Analysis in Display Evaluation. NASA CR-145060, 1976. (NAS1-13734
Decision Science, Inc.)
7. Seacord, C. L.; and Vaughn, D. K.: Preliminary System Design Study for a Digital
Fly-by-Wire Flight Control System for an F8-C Aircraft. NASA CR-2609, 1976.
(NAS1-12956 Honeywell, Inc.)
8. Wells, William R.: Dynamics and Identification of Flexible Aircraft, NASA CR-2672,
1976. (NGR 36-004-061 University of Cincinnati)
9. Anon.: Annular Momentum Control Device (AMCD) — Volume I: Laboratory Modr, l
Development. NASA CR-144917, 1976. (NAS1-12529 Ball Brothers Research
Corporation)
10. Anon.: Annular Momentum Control Devico (AMCD) — Volume II: Application to a
Large Space Telescope. NASA CR-144917, 1976. (NA.S1-12529 Ball Brothers
Research Corporation)
11. Anon.: Tineline Analysis Program (TLA-1). NASA C,R.-144942, 1976. (NAS1-13741
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company)
12. Anon.: Timeline Analysis Program (TLA-1) — Appendi^^es. NASA CR-144943,
1976. (NAS1-137 41 Boeing Commercial A irplane Company)
C. Articles and Meeting Presinntations
1. .Armstrong, Ernest S.; and Rublein, George T.: A Stabilization Algorithm for Linear
Discrete Constant Systems. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, Aug-ast
1976.
2. Armstrong, ]rnest 'S.; and Rublein, George T.: A Discrete Analog of the Extended
Bass Algorithm for Stabilizing Constant Linear Systems. Presented at the 1976
IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, December 1976.
3. Barker, L. Keith; and Whitesides, John L.: Stability of Neutral Equations With Con-
stant 'rime Delays. Presented at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society of
Engineering Science, November 1976.
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4. Elliott, Jarrell R.: NASA's Advanced Control Law Program for the F-8 Digital
Fly-by-Wire Aircraft. Presented at the 1576 IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control, December 1976.
5. Gera, Joseph: Design of Activ:.- Controls for the NASA F-8 Digital Fly-by-Wire
Airplane. Presented at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society of Engineering
Science, November 1976.
6. Miller, G. Kimball, Jr.: Study of an Aircraft Decoupled Longitudinal Control System
for Approach and Landing. Presented at the AIAA Third Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, June 1976.
7. Miller, G. Kimball, Jr.; and Riley, Donald R.: The Effect of Visual-Motion Time
Delays on Pilot Performance in a Pursuit Tracking Task. Presented at the AIAA
Visual and Motion Simulation Conference, April 1976.
8. Montgomery, Raymond C.; and Caglayan, Alper K.: Faalure Accommodation in
Digital Flight Control Systems by Bayesia% Decision Theory. AIAA Journal of
Aircraft, February 1976.
9. Montgomery, R. C.; and Dunn, H. J.: A Moving-Window Parameter Adaptive Control
System for the F8-DFBW Aircraft. Presented at the 1976 IEEE Conference on
Decision and Control, December 1976.
10. Montgomery, Raymond C.; and Lee, Peter S.: Research on Microcomputer Based
System Architectures for Aircraft Flight Control at Langley Research Center.
Presented at the SAE Aerospace Control and Guidance Systems Committee
Meeting, March 1976.
11. Montgomery, Raymond C.; and Price, Douglas B.: Failure Accommodation in Digital
Flight Control Systems Accounting for Nonlinear Aircraft Dynamics. AIAA
Journal of Aircraft, February 1976.
12. Parker, Loyd C.; and Goode, Maxwell W.: General Aviation Approach and Landing
Practices. Presented at the NASA Conference on Aircraft Safety and Operating
Problems, October 1976.
13. Phillips, William H.: Stability and Control of Hang Gliders. Presented at the SAE
Aerospace Control and Guidance Systems Committee Meeting, September 1976.
14. Phillips, William H.; and Shaughnessy, John D.: Investigation of Longitudinal Control
System for a Small Hydrofoil Boat. AIAA Journal of Hydronautics, April 1976.
15. Schy, A. A.; and Hannah, M. E.: Prediction of Jump Phenomena in Roll-Coupled
Maneuvers of Airplanes. Presented at the AIAA Third Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, June 1976.
11
16. Spady, Amos A., Jr.: Preliminary Report on Airline Pilot Scan Patterns During
Simulated lLS Approaches. Presented at the NASA Conference on Aircraft
Safety and Operating Problems, October 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Glover, Kenneth F.: Development of 4 ; 	 ^ Support Surface for an Air-Bearing
Type Zero-Gravity Simulator. NAS	 ' X-72780, 1976.
2. Pennington, .Tack F.; Meintel, Alfred .T., Jr.; and Bei ^sner, Fred L., Jr.: Results of
F-4 Parametric Studies Conducted on the Differential Maneuvering Simulator.
NASA TM X-72840, 1976.
i
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IV. PUBLICATIONS FOR FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Beatty, Marvin E., III; Debnam, William J., Jr.; and Meredith, Barry D.: Effects of
1- and 2-MeV Electrons on Photo Multiplier Tubes. NASA TN D-8125, 1976.
2. Grantham, William L.; Schroeder, Lyle C.; and Mitchell, John L.: Absolute Calibra-
tion of the RADSCAT Scatteronieter Using Precision Spheres. NASA TN D-8259,
1976.
3. Hack, Friedrich O.; Burcher, Ernest E.; Jobson, Daniel J.; and Wall, Stephen D.:
Prediction of Viking; Lander Camera Image Quality. NASA TN D-8148, 1976.
4. Meissner, Charles W., Jr.: A Flight Instrunienta4ion Systetu for Acquisition of
Atmospheric Turbulence Data. NASA TN D-8314, 1976.
5. Ostroff, Aaron J.; Downing, David 12.; and Rood, William J.: A Technique Using a
Nonlinear Helicopter Model for Determining; Trims and Derivatives. NASA TN
D-8159, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Alberts, R. D.; and Ruedger, W. H.: Preliminary Study of NAVSTAR GPS for General
Aviation. NASA CR-145059, 1976. (NAS1-14302 Research Triangle Institute)
2. Barna, 17 . S.; and Crossman, Gary R.: k.xporimental Studies on the Aerodynamic
Performance and Dynamic Response of Flow Direction Sensing Vanes. NASA
CR-2683, 1976. (NSG-1143 Old Dominion University)
3. Belsterling, Charles A.: Development of an Advanced Fluidic Rudder System. NASA
Cl2-1449135, 1976. (NAS1-13930 The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories)
4. Besser, P. J.: ct al.: Development of a High Capacity Bubble Domain Memory Ele-
ment. NASA CR-144960, 1976. (NAS1-12981 Rockwell International Corporation)
5. 13jurman, B. 1a.; Jenkins, G. M.; Masreliez, C. T.; McClelland, K. L.; and Templeman,
J. Tip .: Airborne Advanced Reconfigurable Computer System (ARCS). NASA
CIt-145024, 1976. (NAS1-13654 Boeing; Commercial Airplane Company)
6. Burhans, Ralph W.: The Mini-O, A Digital Superhet, or a Truly Low-Cost Omega
Navigation Receiver. NASA CII-144923, 1976. (NGR 36-009-017 Ohio University)
7. Buss. D. D.; Hewes, C. R.; and Brodersen, R. W.: Study of Techniques for Modular
Design and Fabrication of Charge-Coupled Signal Processing Devices. NASA
CI1-145002, 1976. (NA81-13600 Texas Instruments, Inc.)
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8. Chamberlin, Kent A.: Digital Correlation Detector for Low-Coat Oniega Navigation.
NASA CR-1449;;3, 1976. (NGR 36-009-017 Ohio Univex %.y)
9. Claassen, John P.: AAFE RADSCAT Data Reduction Program User's Guide. NASA
CR-144992, 1476. (NAS1-10048 University of Kansas)
10. Davis, C. M.; Haidt, J. G.; Gatz, J. L.; Britt, C. L.; Stroh, R. W.; and Ware, C. F.:
Vehicle Dependent Aspects of Terminal Area Guidance and Control. NASA
CR-144987, 1976. (NAS1-12713 Research Triangle Institute)
11. Davis, W. J.; Jarmuz, P. J.; and Hardesty, C. D.: Optical Systems Study for Advanced
Facsimile Camera. NASA CR-145031, 1976. (NAS1-14195 ITEK Corporation)
12. Feldman, Julius; and Helfant, Stephen: Sperry ASLG-15 Laser Gyro Performance and
Error Model. NASA CR-145021, 1976. (NAS1-13958 The Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, Inc.)
13. Gerhart, Susan L.: Development of a Methodology for Classifying Software Errors.
NASA CR-148212, 1976. (NSG-1267 Duke University)
14. Gosney, W. Milton; Matzen, Walter; and Nelson, Gary I,.: Investigations of Field
Induced Trapping on Floating Gates. NASA CR-145091, 1976. (NAS1-13610 Texas
Instruments Inc.)
15. Harwit, Martin; Swift, Roderick; Wattson, Richard; Decker, lolln; and Paganetti, R:11ph:
Development and I,valuation of a Hadaml yd Transform Imaging Spectronuter and
a Hadamard Transform Thermal Inllager. NASA CR-145036 (NAS1-12690 American
Science and Engineering, Inc.)
16. Heine, Walter: An Avionics Sensitivity Study, Vol. II -- Evaluation of Airborne
Navigation) System Performance During RNAV MLS Transition. NASA CR-145108,
1976. (NAS1-14144 Systems Control, Inc. (VT.))
17. Hoffman, William C.; Curry, Renwick E.; Kleinnsan, David L.; Hollister, Walter M.;
and Young, Laurence R.: Display Control Requirements for VTOL Aircraft. NASA
CR-145026, 1976. (NA81-13653 Aerospace Systems, Inc.)
18. Lin, H. C.; and Halsor, J. L.: Experimental Investigation of a Double Diffused MOS
Structure. NASA CR-2620, 1976. (NAS1-12533 Westiinglsousc , Electric Corporation)
19. McLennan, William D.: Investigation of the Difficulties Associated With the Use of
Lead Telluride and Other II — IV Compounds for Thin Film Thermistors. NASA
CR-143106, 1976. (NGR 43-003-012 Tennessee Technological University)
20. Nalbandian, .Janus Y.: Users Manual for Flight Control Design Programs. NASA
CR-144913, 1976. (NAS1-13807 Tho Analytical Sciences Corporation)
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21. Odoni, Aniedio R.; and Kivestu, Peeler: A Handbc)ak for the Fstiniation of Airside
Delays at Major Airports. NASA CR-2644, 1970. (NSG-1123 Massachusetts
Institute of Technology)
22. Park, ,Tae H.: Atlas of Infrared Absorption Lind. NASA CR-144976, 1976. (1ISG-1203
College of William and Marv)
23. Pities, S.: Schmidt, S. F.; and Mann, F.: Simulation, Guidance and Navigation for the
B-737 Rult ,.:t and Turnoff I Tsing MLS Measuretiicnts. NASA. CR-144:159, 1978.
(NASI-13746 Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc.)
24. Porter, Ronald A.: and Bechis, Kenneth P.: Ocran Foam Generation and Modeling.
NASA CR-144922, 1976. (NASI-13126 Radiometric Technology, Inc.)
25. Rasswviler, G. G.: Pelchat, M. G.; Young, L. R.; Scott, D. G.: Varlet, R. F.; Baird,
C. A.; and Gianatasio, A. J.: Adaptive Polarization Separation Experiments. NASA
CR-145076, 1976. (NA81-13942 Barris Corporation)
26. Schappoll, R. T.: Tietz, J C.: Hulstrom, R. L.; Cunningham, R. A.; and Reel, G. M.:
Definition Study for Video Landmark Acquisition and Tracking. NASA CR-145122,
1976. (NAS1-14411!) Martin Marietta Aerospace Corporation)
27. Scutt, Ronald W.: and ;McConkey, Fdwin D.: An Avionics Sensitivity Study, Vol. I a-
Operational Considerations. NASA CII-145107, 1976. (NA81-14144 System~
Control, Inc. (V°I'.,
28. Siemens. K. II.; Wallace, 11. W.; and Robinson, C. R.: A 121K-Bit CCD Buffer Memory
System. NASA CR-145020, 1976. (NASI-13507 Canadian Commercial Corporation)
29. Stengel, Robert F.: Broussard, John R.: and Berry, Paul W.• The Design of Digital-
Adaptive ('ontrollers for VTOL Aircraft. NASA CR-144912, 1976. (NASI-13807
The Analytical Sciences Corporation)
30, Stiffler, J.: An Engineering Treatise on the Care II Dual Mode and Coverage Models.
NASA CR-144993, 1976. (L-18084A Raytheon Company)
31. Verber, C. M.; Schworrel, I1. E.; berry, P. J.; and Craig, R. A.: Holographic
Recording Materials Development. NASA CR-144991, 1976. (NASI-13334
Battelle Columbus Laboratories)
32. Anon.: Advanced Application Flight Fxperiments Precision Attitude Determination
System, Volume I — Strapdowi) Star Tracker Development. NASA CR-1441198,
1976. (NASI-12894 TRW Systems, Inc.)
33. Anon.: ARCS Airborne Advanced Reconfigurable Computer System — Volume 1.
NASA CR-145024, 1976. (NASI -13654 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company)
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34. Anon.: Preliminary Design of a Redundant Strapped Dawn Inertial Navigation Unit
Using Two-Degree-of-Freedom Tuaod-Gintbal Gyroscopes. NASA CR-146035,
1976. (NAS1-13847 Litton Systems, Inc.)
35. Anon.: Advanced Application Flight Experiments Precision Attitude Determination
System, Volume II - System Tests. NASA CR-144999, 1976. (NAS1-12894 TRW
Systems, Inc.)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentation:;
1. As, rawal, P. K.; .and Bailee, M. C.: An Analysis; Technique for Microstrip Antennas.
Presented at the 1976 International IEEE AP-8 %-inposiuui, October 1976.
2. Blume, Hans-,luergvn C.; and Kendall, Bruce M.: Measurement of Ocean Tempera-
ture and Salinity via Microwave Radiometry. Presented at the IUCRM Colloquium
oil
	 Oceanography, September 1976.
3. Britt, C. L., Jr.;. 	 Credeur, L.: Davis, C. M.: and Capron, W.: Research in Ground
Based Near-Terminal Area 4D Guidance and Control. Presented at the 10th Con-
gress of the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences (ICAS), October
1976.
4. Cockrell, C. R.: The Input Admittance of the Rectangular Cavity-Backed Slot Antenna.
IEEE Transactions oil Ant , iinas and Propagation, May 1976.
5. Crouch, R. K,: Improved Pyroelectric Detectors for Remote Sensing. Presented at
the 1976 Annual Meeting of the Virginia Academy of Science, May 1976.
6. Crouch, R. K.; Debnam, W. J.; and Fripp, A. L.: Characterization of Gallium-Nitride
Epitaxial Layers. Presented at the 1976 Meeting of the Southeastern Section of
the American Physical Society, November 1976.
7. Davis, R. E.: Cloud Climatology in Remote Sensing from Satellites. Presented at
the Tidewater Chapter of the American Meteorological Society, March 1976.
8. Mavis, Richard E.; Smith, Dvwvy M.: and Tyson, Richard W.: Modeling of the Tem-
perature Wake Surrounding; a High Altitude Balloon Research Package and
Simulation of Its Radionietric Effects, for the LACATE Experiment. Presented
at the Ninth Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Scientific Balloon Symposium,
October 1976.
9. Drayson, S. Roland; Russell, James M., III; and Dark, Jae H.: Satellite Sensing of
Stratospheric Halogen Compounds by Solar Occultation. Part I. Low Resolution,
Spectroscopy. Presented at the Symposium on Radiation in the Atmosphere,
August 1976.
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10. Fripp, A. L...; and Culotta, P. C.: Parameters Effecting the Resistivity of Polycrystal-
line Silicon. Presented at the National Workshop on Low Cost Polycrystalline
Silicon Solar Cells, May 1976.
11. Goldstein, Harold W.; Bortner, M. H.; Grenda, Robert N.; Dick, Robert; LeBel,
Peter J.; and Lamontagne, Robert A.: The Measurement of Carbon Monoxide and
Methane in the National Capital Air Quality Control Region — III. Correlation
Interferometer Results. Proceedings of the International Conference on Environ-
mental Sensing and Assessment, 1976.
12. Grantham, W. L.; Bracalente, E. M.; and Jones, W. L.: The SeaSat-A Satellite
Scatterometer. Presented at the MTS-IEEE OCEANS 1 76 Conference and Exposi-
tion, September 1976.
13. Grew, Clary W.: Remote Detection of Chlorophyll-A in Coastal Waters. Presented
at the Fifth Annual Remote Sensing; of Earth Resources Conference, March 1976.
14. Hesketh, W. D.; Reichle, H. G.; Massey, W. A.; Ward, T. V.; and Zwick, H. H.: A
Gas Filter Correlation Instrument for Atmospheric Trace Constituents Monitoring.
Presented at the Fifth Annual Remote Sensing of Earth Resources Com"erence,
March 1976.
15. Huck, F. O.; and Wall, S. D.: Image Quality Prediction: An Aid to the Viking; Lander
Imaging; Investigation on Mars. Applied Optics, July 1976.
16. ,Tones, W. Linwood, Jr.; Wentz, Frank ,T.; and Schroeder, Lyle C.: Surface Wind
Measurements via Backscattered Radar. Presented at the IUCRM Colloquium on
Radio Oceanography, September 1976.
17. Kauffman, J. F.; Croswell, William F.; and ,Towers, Leonard ,T.: Analysis of the
Radiation Patterns of Reflector Antennas. IEEE Transactions on Antennas and
Propagation, January 1976.
16. Lamontagne, Robert A.; ftinnorton, John W.; Wilkniss, Peter E.; Bressan, David J.;
LeBel, Peter J.; and Goldstein, Harold W.: The Measurement of Carbon Monoxide
and Methane in the National Capital Air Quality Control Region — II. Meteor-
ological Conditions and Chromatographic and Spectrometric Results. Proceedings
of the International Conference on Environmental Seising; and Assessment, 1976.
19. LeBvl, Peter J.; Lamontagne, Robert A.; and Goldstein, Harold W.: The Measure-
ment of Carbon Monoxide and Methane in the National Capital Air Quality Control
Region — I. Measurement Systems. Proceedings of the International Conference
on Environmental Sensing; and Assessment, 1976.
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20. Mutch, T. A.; Binder, A. B.; Huck, F. O.; Levinthal, E. C.; Liebes, S., Jr.; Morris,
E. C.; Patterson, W. R.; Pollack, J. B.; Sagan, C.; and Taylor, G. R.: The Surface
of Mars: The View From the Vikings I Lander. Science, August 1976.
21. Nigro, N. J.; Elkouh, A. F.; Hinton, D. E.; and Himityongxskul, P.: Attitude Determina-
tion of the LACATE Balloon System. Presented at the Ninth Air rorce Geophysics
Laboratory Scientific Balloon Symposium, October 1976.
22. Osborne, P. W.; Hoffman, E.; Merriner, J. V.; Richards, C. E.; and Lovelady, R. W.:
Automatic Electronic Fish Tracking; System. Presented at the MTS-IEEE OCEANS
'76 Conference and Exposition, September 1976.
23. Park, Jae H.; Russell, ,James M., III; and Drayson, S. Roland: Satellite Sensing; of
Stratospheric Halogen Compounds by Solar Occultation. Part II. Gas Filter
Spectroscopy. Presented at the Symposium on Radiation in the Atmosphere,
August 1976.
24. Parks, Frank G.; and Bailey, M. C.: Mutual Coupling; Between Microstrip Disk
Antennas. Presented at the 1976 International IEEE AP-S Symposium, October
1976.
25. Rubin, Bernard; Norris, David D.; and Fripp, Archibald L., Jr.: Conceptual Design
of a Nig;httinie Visual Navigation Aid Using; Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) Tech-
nology. Presented at the AGARD 22nd Guidance and Control Panel Meeting;,
Symposium on "Night and All-Weather Guidance and Control Systems for Fixed-
Wing; Aircraft," May 1976.
26, Slier, A.; Fales, C. L.; and Stubblefield, T. F.: LaF 3 Infrared Detector. Applied
Physics Letters, June 1976.
27, Walsh, Thomas M.: Recent Flight Expeeiments on Automatic Guidance and Control
of a Commercial Carrier Class Airplane. Presenter) at the Electrical Engineering;
Colloquium of the Ohio State University and the IEEE Control 13ystonis Society,
November 1976.
26. Walsh, "Thomas M. Morello, Samuel A.; and Reeder, .John P.: Review of Operational
Aspects of Initial Experiments Utilizing, the U.S. MLS. Presented at the NASA
Conference on Aircraft Safety and Operating; Problems, October 1976.
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D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Campbell, I , U.: Appleton, M, W.: and Lusby, T. K.: The Design and Fabrication of
Microstrip Omnidirectional Array Antennas for Aerospace Applications. NASA
TM X-73979, 1976,
2. Campbell, T. U.; White, W. F.: and Gilreath, M. C.: The Design, Development, and
Flight Tests Results of the Boding 737 Aim raft Antennas for the TACO Denwnstra-
tion of the TRSB Microwave Landin g System. NASA TM X-73943, 1976,
3. Fuller, Harry V.; and Outlaw, Bruce K. H.: Description of a Landing Site Indicator
(LAST) for Light Aircraft Operation. NASA TM X-72311, 1976.
4. Uilreath, Melvin C.: Airborne Antenna Polarization Study for the Microwave Landing
System. NASA TM X-73952, 1976.
5. Johnson, J. W.: and Cross, A. F,: Measurements of Wave Height Statistics and Radar
Cross-Section in a Wind Wave Tank. NASA TM X-72834, 1976,
6, Schimder, Lyle C., Jr.; ,Tones, W. L., Jr,; and Mitchell, John L.: Laboratory Calibra-
tion of the AAFF Radiontc-tcr Sca tterompter (RADSCAT). NASA TM X-73900,
1976.
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V. PUBLICATIONS FOR ACOUSTICS AND NOISF REDUCTION DIVISION
A. Formal Relxirts
1. Black, Patricia .l. W.: Noise Response of Cavities of Varying Dimensions at Subsonic
Speeds. NASA TN D-8351, 1976.
2. Clevenson, Sherman A.: Subjective Response to Combined Noise and Vibration During
Flight of a Large Twin-.let Airplane. NASA TM X-3906, 1976.
3. Edge, Philip M., Jr.; and Cawthorn, Jinnniy M.: Selected Methods for (quantification
of Community Exposure to Aircraft Noire. NASA TN D-7977, 1976.
4. Lawton, Ben W.: Subjective Assessment of Simulated Helicopter Blade-Slap Noise.
NASA TN D-8359, 1976.
5. Leatherwood, .lack D.; and Dempsey, Thomas K.: Psychophysical Relationships
Characterizing Hutuan Response to Whole-Body Sinusoidal Vertical Vibration,
NASA TN D-8188 0 1976.
6. Loa:thcrwond, ,lack D.; Dempsey, Thomas K.; and Clevensun, Sherman A.: An
Exporiniental Study for Determining Human Discomfort Response to Roll Vibration.
NASA Tii D- 8266, 1976.
7. Laster, Harold C.; and Posey, Joe W.: Optimal Oni -Beet ion and Two-Soction Circular
Sound Absorbing Duct Liners for Plane-Wave and Monopole Sou: ces Without Flow.
NASA '.CN I)-8348, 1976.
8. Maciulaitis, Algirdas, Seiner, John M.; and Norum, Thomas D.: Sound Scattering by
Rigid Oblate Spheroids With Implication to Pressure Gradient Microphones. NASA
TN D-8140, 1976.
9. Mall, G. H.; and Farassat, F.: A Computer Program for the Determination of the
Acoustic Pressure Signature of Helicopter Rotors Due to Blade Thickness. NASA
TM X-r n-_ ., 1976.
10. Pao, S. Paul; and Maestrello, Lucio: Evidence of the Beam Pattern Concept of Sub-
sonic Jet Noise Emission. NASA TN D-8104, 1976.
11. Preisser, John S.; and Lowder, Harold E., Jr.: Comparison of Theoretical and
Experimental Steady Wing Loads on a Space Shuttle Configuration at Mach Numbers
of 0.6 and 1.4. NASA TM X-3404, 1976.
12. Ramakrishnan, Ramani; Randall, Donald; and Hosier, Robert N.: A Computer Program
to Predict Rotor Rotational Noise of a Stationary Rotor From Blade Loading Coef-
ficients. NASA TM X-3281, 1976.
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13. Ribner, Herbert S.: Theory of Two-Paint Correlations of Jet Noi se. NMA. TN
D-8330, 1976.
14. Waller, Marvin C.: An Investigation of Correlation Between Pilot Scanning Behavior
and Workload Using Stepwise Regression Analysis. NASA TM X»3344, 1976,
15, Watson, Willie R.; and Lanning, Donald. L.: A Comparison of Matrix Methods for
Calculating Eigenvalues in Acoustically Lined Ducts. NASA TN D-8186, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Barna, P. Stephen: High Subsonic Flow Tests of a Parallel Pipe Followed by a Large
Area Ratio Diffuser. NASA CR-144955, 1976. (NAS1-11707 Old Dominion
University)
2. Bliss, Donald B.; and Hayden, Richard E.: Landing; Gear and Cavity Noise Prediction.
NASA CR-2714, 1976. (L-18051A Bolt Beratiek and Newman Inc.)
3. Fahmy, Abdel A.; and Cunningham, Thomas G.: Investigation of Thermal Fatigue in
Fiber Composite Materials. NASA CR-2641, 1976. (NGR 34-002-180 North
Carolina State University)
4. (jetline, G. L.: Low-Frequency Noise Reduction of Lightweight Airframe Structures.
NASA CR-145104, 1976. (NASI-13910 Gmieral Dynamics Corporation)
5. Guiiui, Wiley A.: Balena, Frank .T.; and Soovere, Juak: Sonic Environment of Aircraft
Structure Iiiiciiersed in a Supersonic Jt-t Flaw Stream. NASA CR-144996, 1976.
(NAS1-13978 Lockheed Aircraft Corporation)
6, Hayden, Richard E.: Exploratory Investigation of Aero^acoustic Optimization of the
Variable Impedance Edge Concept. NASA CR-145072, 1976. (NAS1-13896 Bolt
Beranek and Newman Inc.)
7. Hayden, R. E.; Fox, H. L.; and Chanaud, 11. C.: Sonic Factors Influencing; Radiation
of Soured From Flow Interaction With Edges of Finite Surfaces. NASA CR-145073,
1976. (NA81-9559-25 Belt Beranek and Newman Inc.)
3. Karanuheti, K.; Wooley, J. P.; and Guenther, J. L.: A-, Analytical Study of Noise
Generation by Subsonic Flaws in the Presence of Rigid Surfaces. NASA CR-145027,
1976. (NAS1-13699 Nielsen Engineering; ,.md Research, Inc.)
9. Kentzer, Creslaw P.: Wave Theory of Turbulence in Compressible Media. NASA
CR-2671, 1976. (NGR 15-005-174 Purdue University)
10, Kentzer, Czeslaw P.: Nonclassical Acoustics. NASA CR-145071, 1976. (NSG-1293
Purdue University)
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x1. Lumsdaine, Edward; Cherng, .Tenn G.; and Tag, Ismail: Noise :suppression With High
Mach Number Inlvts. NASA CR-:.1 708, 1976. (NSG-1081 University of Tennessee)
12. Magliozzi, B.: The Influence of Forward Flight on Propeller Noise. NASA
CR-145105, 1976. (NAS1-13015 United Aircraft Corporation)
13. Metcalfe, Ralph A.; and Orszag, Steven A.: Numerical Simulation of Turbulent Jet
Noise _ Part IL NASA CR-144978, 1976. (NAS1-12870 Flow Research, Inc.)
14. Ojalvo, Irving U.; ,.nd Ogilvie, Patricia L.: Modal Analysis and Dynamic Strem-H
for Acoustically Excited Shuttle Insulation Tiles. NASA CR-144958, 1976.
(NAS1-10635-1 Grumman Aeraspace Corporation)
15. Paterson, Robert W.; and Amiet, Roy K.: Acoustics Radiattion and Surface Pressure
Characteristics of an Airfoil Due to Incident Turbulence. NASA r',-2733, 1976.
(NAS1-13823 United Aircraft Corporation)
16. Plett, E. G.; Abdolhamid, S. N.: Harrie, I). T.; and S"umnaerfield, M.: Conibusstion
Contribution to Noise in Jet Engines. NASA CR-2704, 1976, (NGR 31-001-241
Princeton University)
17. Shepherd, Kevin h.: The Subjective Evaluation of Noise From Light Aircraft. NASA
CR-2773, 1976. tNS(;-1160 University of Utah)
18. anon.: ANOPP Programing and Docuiventation Standards Document. NASA
CR-1449119, 1176. (NAS1-13983 Control Data Corporation)
C. Articles and h1veting Presentations
1. Brown, Thomas J.; and Farassat, Fercidoun: A New Capability for Predicting
Helicopter Rotor Noise in Hover and in Flight. Presented at the 1976 Army
Science Coiuference, .Iunc 1976.
2. Cbostnutt, David; and Feilcr, Charles E.: Advanced Inlet Duct Noise Reduction Con-
cepts. Presented at the NASA Conference on Aircraft Safety and Operating
Problems, October 1976.
3. Chow, P. L.; Liu, C. H.; and Maestre^ , L.: Scattering of Coherent Sound Waves by
Atmospheric Turbulence. AIAA Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, 1976.
4. Davies, P. O. A. L.; Hardir, J. C.; Edwards, A. J. V.; and Mason, J. P.: A Potential
Flow Model for Calculation of Jet Noise. AIAA Progress in Astronautics and
Aeronautics, 1076,
5. Dempsey, Thomas K. and Leatherwood, ,Tack D.: Vibration Ride Comfort Criteria.
Presented at the Sixth Congress of the International Ergonomics :'association,
July 1976.
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6. Dempsey, Thunnts K.; and Leatherwoud, Jack D.: Prediction of Passenger Ride
Quality in a Multifactor Environniont. Presented at the Eighty-Fourth Annual
Convention of the America ► n Psychological Association, September 1976,
7. Dempsey, Thomas K.; Leatherwood, .Tack D.: and Clevenson, Sherman A.: Noise and
Vibration Ride Comfort Criteria. Presented at the 92nd Meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America, November 1976.
8, Dempsey, Thomas K.; Leather y ► +od, .Jack D.; and Cuates, Glynn D.: A Parametric
Investigation of Ride Quality Rating Scales. Presented at the Eighty-Fourth
Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, September 1976.
9. Dempsey, Thomas K.; Leatherwood, Jack D.; and Drezek, Arlene: Passenger Ride
Quality Within a Noise and Vibration Environment, Presented at the Ninety-First
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, April 1976.
10. Farassat, e.; and Brown, T. J.: Devclopment of a Noncompact Source Theory* With
Applications to Helicopter Rotors. Presented at the AIAA 3rd Aero-Acoustics
Confer ,inee, July 1976,
11. Ftrassat, F.; Pegg, R, J.; and Hilton, D. A.: Thickness Noise of Helicopter Rotors
at High Tip Speeds. AIAA Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, 1976.
12. Fratello, David ,J.; and Shearin, John G.: A Preliminary,
 Investigation of Airframe
Noise Using Remotely Piloted Vehicles. AIAA Progress in Astronautics and
Aeronautics, 1976.
13. Fung, Y. T.; and Liu, C. H.: Vortex Simulation of the: Pressure Field for a Jet.
Presented at the 92nd Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, November
1976.
14. Gunn, W. J.; Shigehisa, T.; and Shepherd, W. T.: Relative Effectiveness of Several
Simulated Jet Engine Spectral Treatments in Reducing Annoyance Response of
Test Subjects Engaged in a TV-Viewing Task. Presented at the Ninety-First
Meeting of the Acoustical Society
 of America, April 1976.
15. Hardin, Jay C.: Numerical Simulation of Turbulence by Point Vortices. Presented
at the NSF-CBMS Regional Conference on Computational Fluid Dynamics and
Turbulence Theory, August 1976.
16. Hardin, Jay C.: Airframe Noise — A Design and Operating Problem, Presented at
the NASA Conference on Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems, October 1976.
17. Hardin, Jay C.; and Mason, Jean P.: A Vortex Model of Cavity Flow. Presented at
the AIAA 3rd Aero-Acoustics Conference, July 1976.
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18. Hardin, Jay L ',: Airframe	 Four Years of Research. Presented at the
AGARD-VK1 Lecture Series No. 80 on "Avrodviiamic Noise," Dvvember 1976.
19. lliltoli f D. A.; and I1vndvrson, 11. R.: The Romowly Operated Multiplo Array Avoustiv
Range (ROMAAR) for t1w Dirvwt Wa.4uremont of Airplane Flyover Noise Foi)t-
prints. Presented at the 92nd MeMimg of the Acoustical Society of America,
Nownibor 1976.
20, Hosior, Robort N.: Soniv Comparisons of the Flyov(, r Noisv Characteristics of
DC-9 Airvraft Having Refannod and 11-ardwallod JT8D Hmginos, With Spovial
Roferenvv 
to 
Moasureniont and Analysits. ProsviiWd at tho Ninvty-First M(%vtiiig
of the Avoustical Society of Anivriva, April 1976.
21. mmlott, James r.,- aii(t moraivs, David A.: 11redictioil of Aircraft Intorior Noiso.
11 rosontH at the Ninety-First Alooting of the Acoustical Society of Aincw^,iva,
April 1976.
mwivu, Jamos r.., winiams, Louisv 11. ,  Cathorinos, John.T.; and.1ha, Sunii K.:
aft Iii(orior Noise. Presented atMoasuromvnt, Aiialvsis y and Prodivtion of Airvr,
On , AIAA 3.rd Avro-Acoustivs Conforonvo, July 11976.
23. Hubbard, Ilarvvv If.: Guidolinos for the Planning and Proparation of Illustrated
'reviinivai ralks. Journal of tho Avoustival Sovioty of Anwrica, Nowniber 1976.
24. Hubbard, Harvoy 11.: and Maglieri, Domenic J.. Airt-raft Noise. 1976 McGraw-Hill
'Yoarhook of Scionev an(i roviniology, 1976.
25. Mia, S. K.: and Cathori-tos, J. J.: Sourevs and Charactoristics of Interior Noise in
Gowiral Aviation Aircraft, Prosviitod at tlit s Ninoty-First Niv(sting of (liv Acou.stical
Socioty of America, April 1976.
2'-'.. Kirby, Ilayniondfl.; Coatos, Glynn D. 1 Mikulka, Peter J.; Dompsoy, Thomas K.: and
Lvatlivrwood, Jack D.: Effvvt of Vibration in Conibinod Axos on Stibivetivv
E'valuation of Ridc- Quality. Prosontod at the Aniorican Industrial Ilygionv Assovia-
tion Conference, ^,Iav 1976.
27. Kraft, R. E.: Paas, .1. E.** and Clark, L. R.: Effects of Multi-Eloniont Acoustic
Treatment on Compressor Inlet Noise. Prvsentod at the AIAA 3rd Aero-Acoustivs
Conference, July 1976.
28. Kraft, R. E.; and Posey, .1. W.: A PrOiniinam, In-Duct. Measurement of Spinning
ModvIs in the Inlet of a Rotating Whiciv. Presented at the Ninoty-First Meeting
I
of the Acoustical 8060ty Of America, April 1976.
29. Lansing, Donald L.; and Cliestnutt, David: Survey of Inlet Noise Reduction Concepts
for Gas Turbine Engines. Prosontod at the 1976 International Conforonev on Noiso
Control Engineering, April 1976.
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30. Leatherwood, .I. D.; and Dempsey, T. K.: A Model for Prediction of Fide Quality in
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40. Norunl, T. I).; atnd Lill, C. II.: The Acoustic monopole in Motion. Presented at the
92nd Meeting,, of the Acoustical Society of Anwh(%i, Novoinher 1:176.
41. hat), S. haul: Acoustic Radiation From Souroos Convoi l ted at Tninsollie Shreds.
Presented at the AIAA :Artl Aero-Acoustics Conference, July 1976.
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43. Pegg, Robert .T.: Insights Into ihr Nature and Control of Ilotor Noise. Presented at
the NASA Conference on Aircraft Safety and Operating Problotltsl, Octobrr 1976.
41. Posry, T. W.: Comparison of : ross-Spectral and Signal I.nhanconiont Methods for
Mapping Steady-State Acoustic rirlds in Turboniachinery Kurt::. Presented at
the Ninety-First Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, April 1976,
45. Prrisser, John S.: and Block, Patricia J. W.: An Fsporittu'ntal Study of the Aoro-
acoustios of a Subsonic Jet Impinging Normal to at Large Rigid Surface. Presorted
at the AIAA 3rd Arro -Acoustics Conference, .July 1976.
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48. Rilmor, Ilrrbort S.: Two Point :'orrolations of Sound Prossuro in the Far Fitild of
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4 1.). Ribnor, 11. S.: i'hr Issuo of Sourer `forms for Jot Noisy . Prosontod at the AIAA
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till, Rucker, Carl I';.: and Nlisstln. John S.: '1'ibro.woustir Toshtil; of Sllaco Shuttle
Thermal Protection SYsto111 Panols. Prosontod at the AIAA ASNIF SAE, 17th
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56. Stephens, David G.: Fffects of Aircraft NAst' and Vibration on Passoligers and Com-
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Scienct, and S}'stones Seminar, March 19701,
57. Stophens, David G.: General Aviation Interior Noise and Vibration Studies. Pre-
svnted at tilt , SAY Ilusiness Aircraft Mooting, April 1976.
58. White, Richard P.; Ilalcerak, John C.: and Popg, Robert J.: A Parametric Model
Study of the Noise Gonerated by the Aerodynamic Into .i,ration of the Tail Rotor With
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Symposium on Rotor Tt,cllnology, August 1976.
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7. iung, Y. T.; and Liu, C. I1.: Vortex Simulation of the Pressure Field of the Jet,
NASA TNI X-73984, 1976.
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12. Lansing, Donald L.; and Chestnutt, David: Survey of Inlet Noise Reduction Concepts
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17, Schloth, Arthur P.: Measurements of Mean Flow and Acoustic Power for a Subsonic
Jet Impinging Normal to a Large Rigid Surface. NASA TM X-72803, 1976.
18. Schroeder, James C.; and Haviland, John Kenneth: Fluctuating Pressures in Flow
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19. Staff, Langley Research Center: Concorde Noise-Induced Building Vibrations for
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20. Staff, Langley Research Center: Concorde Noise-Induced Building Vibrations, Sully
Plantation - Report No. 2, Chantilly, Virginia. NASA TM X-73926, 1976.
21. Staff, Langley Research Center: Concorde Noise-Induced Building Vibrations in
Montgomery County, Marylmid - Report No. 3. NASA TM X-73947, 1976.
22. Zoruniski, William E.; and Tester, Bryan J.: Prediction of Acoustic Impedance of
Duct Liners. NASA TM X-73951 2 1976.
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A. Formal Reports
1. Castle, Claude B.: Full-Scale Crash 'rest of a CH-47C Helicopter. NASA TM
X-3412, 1976.
2. Cunningham, Herbert J.: Analytical Comparison of Effects of Solid-Friction and
Viscous Structural Damping on Panel Flutter. NASA TN D-8263, 1976.
3. Doggett, Robert V., Jr.; and Farmer, Moses G.: Preliminary Study of Effects of
Winglets on Wing Flutter. NASA TM X-3433, 1976.
4. Dreher, Robert C.; and Yager, Thomas J.: Friction Characteristics of 20 v 4.4,
'rype VII, Aircraft Tires Constructed With Different Tread Rubber Compound:;,
NASA TN D-8252, 1976,
5. Eckstrom, Clinton V.: Flight Lead;: Mrasurenients Obtained From Calibrated Strain-
t.lage Bridgos Mounted F xternally on the Skin of a Low-Aspect-Ratio Wing. NASA
TN D-8349, 1976.
6). Beard, Walter L., Jr.; Anderson, Nielvin S,: and Slysh, Paul: An Fnginvering Pro-
cedure for Calculating Compressive Strength of isogrid Cylindrical Shells With
Iluckled Skin. NASA TN D-8239, 1976.
7. Home, Walter B.; McCarty, John L.; and'ranner, Jahn A.: Some Yffects of Adverse
Weather Conditions on Performance of Airplane Antiskid Braking Systems. NASA
TN D-8202, 1970.
8. Bunt, L. Roane: Performance of a Mullite Reusable Surface Insulation System in a
IItipersonic Stream. NASA TAI X-3:397, 10711.
:1. Ilunt, L. Roane; Shideler, John L.: and Weinstein, Irving: Performance of LI-1542
11vusable Surface Insulation System in a Iltpersonic Stream, NASA TN D-8150,
1976.
10. Keisler, Samuel R.; and Rhyne, Richard II.; An Assessment of Prewhitening in
Estimating Power Spectra of Atmospheric 'rurbulenco at Lout; Wavelengths, NASA
TN D-8288, 1976.
11. Klich, George F.: Thermodynamic, 'rransport, and Plow Properties; of Gaseous
Products Hosultint; From Combustion of Methane-Air-Oxygen Mixtures. NASA.
'rN D -8153, 1976.
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12. Leadbetter, Suuiner A.; Stephens, Wendell B.; Sewall, John L.; Majka, Joe W.; and
Barrett, .Jack R.: Vibration Characteristics of 1 8-Scale Dynamic Models of
the Space-Shuttle Solid-Rocket Boosters. NASA TN D-8158, 1976.
13. McGehee, .John R.; and Carden, Huey D.: A Mathematical Model of an Active Control
Landing Gear for Load Control During; Impact and Roll-Out. NASA TN D-8080,
19'76.
14. McWithey, Robert R.: Analytical Structural Efficiency Studies of Borsic Aluminum
Compression Panels. NASA TN D-8333, 1976.
15, Nissini, E.; Caspi, A.; and Lottati, I.: Application of the Aerodynamic Energy Con-
cept to Flutter Suppression and Gust Alleviation by Use of Active Controls. NASA
TN D-8212, 1976.
16, Perry , Boyd, III: An Analytical Study of Turbulence Responses, Including Horizontal-
Tail Loads of a Control-Configured Vehicle With Relaxed Static Stability. NASA
TN D-8142, 1976.
17. Rhyne, Richard H.: Flight Assessment of an Atmospheric Turbulence Measurement
System With Eniphasis on Long Wavelengths. NASA TN I)-8315, 1976.
18. Rogers, J. L., Jr. (Bditor): The NASTRAN Programers Manual. NASA SP-223(03),
1976.
19. Sidwell, Konneth: A Mothod for the Analysis of Nonlinearities in Aircraft Dynamic
Response to Atmospheric Turbulence. NASA TN D-8265, 1976.
20. Sleeper, Robert K.: and Smith, Euniee G.: A Transformation Mothod for Deriving,
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D-8201, 1976.
21. Stcphen:a, Wendell 13.: and Anderson, Molvin S.: Structural Analyses for the Modifica-
tion and Verifieatiun of the Viking Aeroshell. NASA TN D-8300, 1976.
22. Stroud, W..1offerso ,fi; and Agranoff, Nancy: Mininium-Blass Design of Filamentary
Coniposite Panels Under Combined Loads: Design Procedure Based on Simplified
Buckling Equations. NASA TN D-8257, 1976.
23. Stubbs $ Sandy M.; and Tanner, John A.: Behavior of Aircraft Antiskid Braking.
Systems on Dry and Wet Runway Surfaces — A Velocity-Rate-Controlled,
Pressure-Bias-Modulatcd System. NASA TN D-8332, 1976.
24. Vaughan, Victor L., Jr.; and Alfaro-Bou, Emilia: Impact Dynamics Research
Facility for Full-Seale Aircraft Crash Testing. NASA TN D-8179, 1976.
25. Waltz, J. E. (Editor): The NASTRAN Theoretical Manual. NASA SP-221 (03), 1976.
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27, Waltz, .I, E, (I?ditor): The NASTRAN Demonstration Problem Manual, NASA
SP-224 (03), 1976.
28. Wictinv, Allan R.: Exploratory Stud, of Transient Unst., I Mitinome ►na in a
3-Diuicnsional Fixed-Geonutry Scramjct Engine. NASA TN D-8156, 1976.
29. Anon.: Flutter Testing Techniques. NASA SP-415, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Chan, S. T. K.; and Brasliear, M. R.: Analysis of Steady alid triisteady Transonic
Flows be Finite Element Method. NASA CR-144930, 1976. (NAS1-13786
I,oc1d1vvd Aircraft Corporation)
2. Chong, Robert Y. K.: The Effect of Slicarint; Strain-Rat, , on the Ultimate
Shearing Resistance of Clay. NASA CR-2634, 1976. (NGI, 47-003-012 Old
Dominion university)
3. Cliristenson, R. Ii. (Compiler): Industry Workshop on r,arpw Space Structures —
Compilation of Company Presentation and Responses to a NASA Key Issue Ques-
tionnaire. NASA CR-144997, 1976. (NA81-12436 McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company)
4. Coppolino, Robert N.: A Numerically Ffficicnt Finite Element Hydroelastic Analysis.
NASA CR-26,62, 1976. (NAS1-10635-21 Grumman Aerospace Corporation)
5. Coyner, John G., Jr.: and Ricad, Barry D.: Summary Report of Hybrid Antenna
Reflector Concept. NASA CR-145075, 1976. (NAS1-13178 Astro Research
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6. Cunningham, Aticc M., Jr,: The Calculation of Steady Non-Linear Transonic Flow
Over Finite Wings with Linear Theory Aerodynamics. NASA CR-145023, 1976,
(NAS1-13855 General Dynamics Corporation)
'. Dugundji, John; and Chop.ea, Inderjit: Further Studies of Stall Flutter and Nonlinear
Divergence. NASA CR-144924, 1976. (NSG-1051 Massachusetts Institute of
Tcehnology )
8. Field, Eric I.: NAST BAN Automated Multi-Level Substructuring. NASA CR-145030,
1976. (NA81-12436 Universal Analyties, Inc.)
9. Giesing, J. P.; Kalman, T. P.; and Rodden, W. P.: Correction Factor Techniques
for Improving Aerodynamic Prediction Methods. NASA CR-144967, 1976.
(NAS1-13835 McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
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(NGL 11-002-096 Georgia Institute of Technology)
11. Hufferd, William L.: Measured Properties of Propellant for Solid Rucket Booster
of One-Eighth Seale Dynamic Shuttle Model. NASA CR-144939. 1976. (NSG-1113
University of Utah)
12. Kamat, Monahar P.; and Killian, Douglas E.: Some Inconsistencies of the Finite
Element Method is Applied to Inelastic Reslx)lsc. NASA CR-2732, 1976.
(NGR 47-004-114 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)
13. Katz, Ellis: Industry Workshop on Large Space Structures — Executive Sunlnlary.
NASA CR-2709, 1976. (NAS1-12436 McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company)
14. Mark, William D.: and Fischer, Raymond W.: Investigation of the ): ffects of Non-
homogeneous or Nonstationary Belimior on the Spectra of Atmospheric `I'urbulrnev.
NASA CR-2745, 1976. (NASI-13709 Fault Beranek and Newman Inc.)
15. Mendellllall, Michael R.; Goodwin, Frederick K.: and Spangler, Selden B.: A Computer
Program to Calculate the Longitudinal Aerudynamic Characteristics of Wins;-Flap
Configurations with Xxternally Blown Fl:ip;;, IL ASA CR-2706, 1976, (NAS1-13158
Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc.)
16. Mendenhall, Michael R.: Spangler, Selden B.: Nielsen, .Tack N.: and Goodwin,
Frederick K.: Calculation of the Longitudinal Aerudynanlie Characteristics of
Wing-Flap Configurations with Fraternally Blown Flaps. NASA C'R-2705, 1976.
(NAS1-13158 Nielsen Engineering and Rosvarch, Inc.)
17. Miura, Iiirokazu: and Schmit, Lucien A., Jr.: ACCE8S-1 Approximation Concepts
Code for Efficient Structural Synthesis — Program Documentation and User's
Guide. NASA CR-144905, 1976. (NGR 05-007-337 University of California)
18. Newman, Malcolm; and Flanagan, Paul F.: Eigenvalue F'xtraction in NASTI2AN by
the Tridiagonal Reduction (FEER) Method. NASA CR-2731, 1976. (NAS1-13849
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc.)
19. O' Connell, R. F.; Hassig, Ii. J.; and Radoveich, N. A.: Study of Flutter Related
Computational Promiums for Minimum Weight Structured Siring of Advanced
Aircraft. NASA CR-2607, 1976. (NAS1-12121 Lockhood-California Company)
20. Pilkey, W. D.: and Chen, Y. H.: The Use of General Purpose Computer Programs
to Derive the Fquation of Motion for Optimal Isolation Studies. NASA CR-144990,
1976. (NGR 47-005-145 University of Virginia)
21. Pirrello, C. J.; Baker. A. H,; and Stone, J. E.: A Fuselage Tank Structure Study for
Actively Cooled Hypersonic Cruise Vehicles — Summary, NASA CR-2651, 1976.
(NAS1-12995 McDonnell Douglass Cot,poration)
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22. Sakata, I. F.; and Davits, G. W.: Substantiating; Data for Arrow-Wing Supersonic
Cruise Aircraft Structural Design Concepts Evaluation — Volume I, Sections 1
through 6. NASA CR-132575-1, 1976. (NAS1-12288 Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation)
2s, Sakata, I, F.; c.nd Davis, G. W.: Substantiating Data fur Arruw-Wings Supersonic
Cruise Aircraft Structural Design Concepts Evaluation — Volume 2, Sections 7
through 11. NASA CR-132575-2, 1976. (NAS1-12288 Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation)
24. Sakata, I. F.; and Davis, G. W.: Substantiating; Data for Arrow-Wing; Supersonic
Cruise Aircraft Structural Design Concepts Evaluation — Volume 3, Sections 12
through 14. NASA CR-132575-3, 1976. (NAS1-12288 Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation)
25. Sakata, I. F.; and Davis, 0. W.: Substantiating; Data for Arrow-Wing; Supersonic
Cruise Aircraft Structural Design Concepts Evaluation — Volume 4, Sections 15
through 21. NASA CR-132575-4, 1976. (NAS1-122811 Lockheed Aircraft
Corporatimi)
26. Schiuit, Lucien A., -Jr.: and Miura, Iiirokazu: Approximation Concepts for Efficient
Structural Synthesis. NASA, CIt-2552, 1976. (NOR 05-007-337 University of
California)
27, Sehwentiler, Robert G.: McCormick, Caleb W.: Redner, Keith H.; and Hennrich,
Carl W.: Study of the Modifications Needed for Fffirient Operation of NASTRAN
on the CDC 7600 Computer. NASA CR-144940, 1976. (NAS1-12436 MacNeal-
Srhwendler Corporation)
28. 'Thornton, Farl A.: Thermal-Structural Analysis of a Srramjet Fuel Injection Strut.
NASA CR-1461139, 1976. (NS(;-1097 Old Dominion tTniversity)
2 1 ). Thorpe, Mark C.; Mikols, Thomas; KG,rha, Charles; and Fdmiston, William:
Fxpansion of Flight Simulator Capability for Study and Solution of Aircraft Direc-
tional Control Problems on Runways — Phase II. NASA CII-145044, 1976.
(NAS1-139111 McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Company)
30. Weatherill, Warren II.; Flilers, F. Edward; and Sebastian, .Janivs D.: Computation
of the Transonic Perturbation Flow Fields Around Two- and Thrhe-Dimensional
Oscillating; Wings. NASA CH-2599, 1976. (NA81-13002 The Boeing Commercial
Airplane Company)
31. Williams, Don L.: Benefit Cost Study of Large-Area Space Structures — 'Task 519.
NASA CR-144936, 1976. (NASI-12436 McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
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32. Anon.: Study of Structural Design Concepts for an Arrow Wing; Supersonic Transport
Configuration — Volume I. NASA CR-132576-1, 1976. (NAS1-12287 Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company)
33. Anon.: Study of Structural Design Concepts for an Arrow Wing Super sonic Transport
Configuration — Volume II, NASA CR-132576-2, 1976. (NAS1-12287 Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company)
34. Anon.: Expansion of Flight Simulator Capability for Study and Solution of Aircraft
Directional Control Problems on Runways. NASA CR-145084, 1976. (NAS1-13378
McDonnell Aircraft Company)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Adelman, Howard M. and Naravanaswami, R.: Resizing Procedure for Structures
Linder Combined Mechanical and Thermal Loading. AIAA .Tournal, October 1976,
2. Card, Michael F.: Overcoming the Barriers to Computerized Structural Design.
Presented at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society of Ftigineering Science,
Noveniber 1976.
3. Cooper, Paul A.: and Heldenfels, Richard R.: The NASA Structures and Materials
Research Program for Supersonic Cruise Aircraft. Astronautics and Aeronautics,
May 1976.
4. Couch, Lana M.. Geometric Optimization of the Supersonic Stagnation-Pressure
Probe. Instrument Societe of America Transactions, 1976.
5. Doggett, Robert V., Jr.:. 	 Selective Topics in Aeroelasticity. Presented at the
Clemson University Mechanical Fngine,ering Seminar, February 1976.
tl. Doggett, Robert V., Jr.; and Cunningham, Herbert .1.: Some Applications of the
NASTRAN Level 16 Subsonic Flutter Analysis Capability. Presented at the Fifth
NAS'PRAN Users' Colloquium, October 1976.
7. Doggett, Robert V., Jr.;. 	 and 'rowiisen(t, .Tanies L.: Flutter Suppression by Active
Control and Its Benefits. Presented at the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Technolot*y
Conference, November 1976.
9. Farms>r, Moses G.: and Hanson, Perry W,: Comparison of Supercritical and Conven-
tional Wing Flutter Characteristics. Presented at the AIAA ASME SAE 17th
Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, May 197G.
9. Fralich, Robert W.: RVSp01,Se of Long, Flexible Cantilever Beams to Applied Rout
Motions. Presented at the 13th Annual :Meeting of the Society of Engineering
Science, Noveiuber 1976.
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10. Fulton, Robert E.: and Voigt, Susar	 Computer-Aided Design and Computer Science
Technology. Presented at the Third ICASE Conference on scientific Computing:
Compute r Science and Scientific Computing, April 1976.
11. Giles, Gary L.: Computer-Aided Methods for Analysis and Svnthesis of :Supersonic
Cruise Aircraft Structures. Presented at the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Tech-
nology Conference, November 1976.
12. Goetz, Robert C.: Leads Technology for Supersonic Cruise Aircraft. Presented at
the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Tochnolog*y Conference, November 1976.
13. Haftka, Raphael T.: and Starner, .Jaines H., -jr.: Applivations of a Quadrati ,,- Extended
Interior Penalty Function for Structural Optimization. AIAA .Journal, .June 1976.
14. Haftka, Raphael T.: and Yates, E. Carson, .Jr.: On Repetitive Flutter Calculations in
Structural Desi q;n. AIAA .Journal of Aircraft, 1976.
15. Hammond, C. F.; and Waller, W. H.: Recent Experience in the Testing of a Gener-
alized Rotor Aoroelastic Model at Langloy Research Center. Presented at the
Second European Ilotorcraft and Powered. Lift Aircraft Forum, September 1976.
16, Hanson, Perry W.: Comparison of Supercritical and C'orventional Wing Flutter.
Presented at the 3rd Annual Wichita Section AIAA General Aviation Technologyfest,
November 1976.
17. Hayduk, Robert .J.: Gaussian Ideal Impulsive Loading of Rigid Viscoplastic Plates.
Presented at the 13th Annual Mooting of the Society of Engineerint; Science,
November 1976.
113. Hayduk, Robert .J.; and Thomson, Robert G.: Static Load-Carrying Capacity of
Circular R: ;,id-Plastic Plates Under Gaussian Distribution of Pressure. Inter-
national .Journal of Solids and Structures, 1976.
19. Horne, Walter B.: Design Consicterations for Minimizing; Hydroplaning Potential on
Proposed Space Shuttle Runway at Vandenberg AFB. Presented at the Vandenberg
AFB and Los Angeles AFS Briefings, February 1976.
20. Horne, Walter B.: Status of Runway Slipperiness Research. Presented at the NASA
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1976,
1 5. Young, Philip R.; and McNair, Harold M.: High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography; of
Aromatic Amines. Journal of Chromatography, 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. No man, James C., Jr.: Fracture Analysis of Surface- and Through-Cracks in
Cylindrical Pressure Vessels. NASA TM X-73923, 1976.
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VIII. PUBLICATIONS FOR AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Sorrells, Russell B., III; and Landrum, Enima .Jean: Theoretical and Experimental
Study of Twisted and Cambered Delta Wings Designed for a Vlach Number of 3.5.
NASA TN D-8247, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Bernstein, Samuel; and Juppa, Robert G.: Reduction of Wind Tunnel Wall Interference
by Controlled Wall Flaw. NASA CH-2654, 1976, (NGL 48-002-010 University of
Washington)
2. Brewer, G. D., Editor: LH 2 Airport Requirements Study. NASA CR-2700, 1976.
(NAS1-14137 Lockheed-California Company)
3. Brewer, G. D.; aad Morris, R. E.: Study of LH2 Fueled Subsonic Passenger Trans-
port Aircraft. NASA CR-144935, 1976. (NAS1-12972 Lockheed-California
Company)
4. Douglas SCAR Study Team: rechnology Application Studies for Advanced Supersonic
Cruise Vvhicles -- Volume I. INASA CR-144936, 1976. (NAS1-13612 McDonnell
Douglas Corporation)
5. Johnston, William M.; Muchlbauer, John C.; F.udaily, Roy R.; Farmer, Ben T.;
Honrath, .John F.: and Thompson, Sterling G.: Technical and Economic Assess-
ment of Span-Distributed Loading Cargo Aircraft Concepts. NASA CR-145034,
1976. (NAS1-14383 Lockheed-Georgia Company)
6. O:um, B. H.: Computer Program for Weight Sizing, Economic, Pc-rfornianee &
Mission Analysis; of Fuel-Conservative Aircraft, Multibodied Aircraft & Large
Cargo Aircraft Using Both .JP & Alternative Fuels. NASA CR-145070, 1976.
(NAS1-13285 General Dynamies Corporation)
7. Pulley, .John: Evaluation of Low-Cost Titanium Structure for Advanced Aircraft.
NASA CR-145111, 1976. (NAS1-14206 Rockwell International Corporation)
8. Radkey, R. L.; Welge, Ii. II.; and Felix, J. E.: Aerodynamic Characteristies of a
Mach 2.2 Advanced Supersonic Cruise Ai-- ,craft Configuration at Mach Numbers
From 0.5 to 2.4. NASA CR-14ti094, 1976, (NAS1-13633 McDonnell Douglas
Corporation)
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9. Sturgeon, R. F.; Bennett, J. A.; Etchberger, F. R.; Ferrill, R. S.; and Meade, L. E.:
Study of the Application of Advanced Technologies to Laminar-Flow Control
Systems for Subsonic Transports -- Volume I: Summary. NASA CR-144975,
1976. (NAS1-13694 Lockheed-Georgia Company)
10. Sturgeon, R. F.; Bennett, J. A.; Etchberger, F. R.; Ferrill, R. S.; and Meade, I. E.:
Study of the Application of Advanced Technologies to Laminar-Flow Control
Systew for Subsonic Transports — Volume II: Analyses. NASA CR-144949,
1976. (NAS1-13694 Lockheed-Georgia Company)
11. Swinford, G. R.: A Preliminary Design Study of a Laminar Flow Control Wing at
Composite Materials for Long; Range Transport Aircraft. NASA CR-144950,
1976. (NAS1-13872 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company)
12. Tsaros, C. L.; Arora, J. L.; and Burnham, K. B.: A Study of the Conversion of Coal
to Hydrogen, Methane, and Liquid Fuels for Aircraft. NASA CR-145028
(NAS1-13620 Institute of Gas Technology)
',43. Tyson, Ray M.; Roe, Marshall H.; Bonner, Ellwood; Mairs. Ronald Y.; and Chaloff,
David: Stud; of I! ultinmde integrated Propulsion System in in Advanced Super-
sonic Transport, February 197. NASA CR-145058, 1976. (NAS1-12245
Rockwell International CoxI)orat icon)
14. Anon.: Studio:; of a Multicy cle Supersonic Technology Demonstration Airplane Con-
cept. NASA CR-144904, 1976. (NAS1-13559 Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company)
15. Anon.: Advanced Supersonic Configurations Etudies Using Multicycle Fngines for
Civil Aircraft. NASA CR-145089, 1976. (NAS1-1.3559 Boeing Coinnlercial
Airp:-Ine Company)
] 6. Anon.: Technical and Economic Assessment of Span-Distributed Loading Cargo
Aircraft Concepts. NASA CR-144962, 1976, (NAS1-13964 Douglas Aircraft
Company)
17. Anon.: Technical and Economic Assessment of Span-Distributed Lo.- - ping Cargo
Aircraft Concepts. NASA CR-144963, 1976. (Nr.S1-13963 Booing Commercial
Airplane Company)
4 18. Anon.: Technology Application Studi"s for Advanced Supersonic Cruise Vehicles —
Volume II. NASA CR-144936, 1976. (NAS1-13612 McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
x19 Anon.: Advanced Supersonic Teclulology Liquid Hydrogen Concepts Study — Volume II.
NASA CR-132616, 1976. (NAS] -13500 Vaught Corporation)
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20. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic Trans-
port Aircraft: Interim Summary Report — Tolume I — Summary. NASA
CR-145052-1, 1976. (NAS1-1'1938 Boeing*, Commercial Airplane Company)
21. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic Trans-
port Aircraft: interim Summary Report — Volume II — Technology Assessment
(Task 1). NASA CR-145052-2, 1976. (NAS1-11938 The Boeing Company)
22. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic Trans-
port Aircraft: Interim Summary Report — Volume III — Market Analysis
(Task II). NASA CR-145052-3, 1976. (NAS1-11938 The Boeing; Company)
23. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic
Transport Aircraft: Interim Summary Report — Volume I. NASA CR-145051-1,
1976. (NAS1-11940 Lockheed Aircraft Corporation)
24. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic
Transport Aircraft: Interim Summary Report — Volume II — Market Analysis.
NASA CR-145051-2, 1976. (NAS1-11940 Lockheed-California Company)
25. Anon.: Summary Report Task III — Concept Refinement and Engine Coordination.
NASA CR-145056, 1976. (NAS1-11940 Lockheed-California Company)
26. Anon.: Executive Summary, Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied
to Supersonic Transport Aircraft, January 1974. NASA CR-145057, 1976.
(NAS1--11340 Lockheed-California Company)
27. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Adwuiced Technologies Applied to Supersonic
t'.. 101, Aircraft: Volumes I thru IV, September 1973, (Volume I). NASA CR-145053-1,
1976. (NAS1-11939 Douglas Aircraft Company)
28. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic Air-
craft: Volumes I thru IV, September 1973, (Volume II). NASA CR-145053-2, 1976.
(NAS1-11939 Douglas Aircraft Company.
29. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic Air-
-craft: Volumes I thru IV, September 1973, (Volume III). NASA CR-145053-3, 1976.
(NAS1-11939 Douglas Air^raft Company)
30. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic
Aircraft: Volumes I thru IV, September 1973, (Volume IV). NASA CR-145053-4,
1976. (NAS1-11939 Douglas Aircraft Company)
31. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applied to Supersonic
Transport Aircraft: Task III, Concept Refinement and Engine Coordination,
January 1974. NASA CR-145054, 1976. (NASI-11938 Boeing Commercial
Airplane Company)
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32. Anon.: Studies of the Impact of Advanced Technologies Applicd to Slupersunic
Transport Aircraft: Summary Report, January 1974. NASA CR-145055, 1976.
(NAS1-11938 Bocing Commercial Airplane Company)
33. Anon.: Study of the Potentials for Improving the Efficiency and Economics of Liquid
Hydrogen Produced Fruni Coal. NASA CR-145077, 1976. (NA91-14120 The Linde
Division of Union Carbide)
34. Anon.: An Exploratory Study to Determine the Integrated Technological Air Trans-
portation System Ground Requiren its of Liquid-Hydrogen-Fueled Subsonic,
Lung-Haul Civil Air Transports. NASA CR-2699, 1976. (NAS1-14159 Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Cleninions, Dewey L., Jr.: Aircra, lnergy, Efficiency Program System Studies.
Presented at the Ad Hoc Aircraft Fuel Conservation Committee Meeting,
February 1976.
2. Boxer, Emanuel; Morris, Shelby J.; and Foss, Willard E., Jr.: Assessment of
Variable-Cycle Engines for Supersonic Transports. Presented at the AGARD
Propulsion and Energetic.; Panel 48th Meeting on Variable Geometry and Multi-
cycle Engines, Septembor 1976),
3. 13on"or, Emanuel; Morris, Shelby J.; and Fos.-,, Willard E., Jr.: Assessment of
Variable-Cycle Engines for ` tpersonie Transports. Proceedings of AGARD Pro-
pulsion and Energetics Panel 48th Meeting on Variable Geometryand Multirycle
Engines, 1976.
4. Heysun, Harry H.:.: Aerodynamics of V STOL Aircraft. Presented at the Pennsyl-
vania State University Seminar on Aerodynamics of V, STOL Aircraft, August
1976.
5. Korycinski, Peter F.: Some Early Perspectives on the Ground Requirements of
Liquid Hydrogen Air Transports. Presented at the First World Hydrogen Energy
Conference, March 1976.
6. Korycinski, Peter F.: Ground Requirements of Liquid Hydrogen Commercial Air
Transports. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 1976.
7. Maddalon, Dal V.; and Wagner, Richard D.: Energy and Economic Trade Offs for
Advanced Technology Subsonic Aircraft. Presented at the 1976 Intersociety Con-
ference on Transportation, July 1976.
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8. Mascitti, Vincent R.; McLean, F. Edward; and Driver, Cornelius: Supersonic
Transports - The Beginning, Not the End. Astronautics and Aeronautics, March
1976.
9. Schrader, Owen E.: application of Advanced Technology to Future Long-Range Air-
craft. Presented at the Society of Allied Weight Engineers 35th Annual Confer-
ence, May 1976.
10. Sorrells, R. B.; and Foss, W. E.: Trade Studies on a Long Range Mach 2.7 Super-
cruiser. Presented at the Technical Conference on Supercruise Military
Aircraft Design, February 1976.
11. Vaughan, John C., III: The Challenge for Improved Air Cargo Capability. Presented
at the SAE 1976 Aerospace Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting, November
1976.
12. Whitehead, Allen H., Jr.: Opportunities for Development of Advanced Large Cargo
Aircraft. Presented at the Thirteenth Space Congress, April 1976.
13. Whitehead, Allen H., Jr.: Review of "NASA's Very Large Aircraft Systems Tech-
nology Program." Presented at NASA ban g;ley' s Air Cargo Workshop, February
1976.
14. Whitehead, Allan H., Jr.; and Vaughan, Jahn C.: The Potential for Cargo Aircraft
Development. Presented at the 1976 Intersociety Conference on Transportation,
July 1976.
15. Witcofski, Robert D.: The Thermal Efficiency and Cost of Producing; Hydrogen and
Other Synthetic Aircraft Fuels From Coal. Presented at the First World Hydro-
gen Energy Conference, March 1976.
16. Witcofski, Hubert D.: hydrogen Fueled Subsonic Aircraft. Presented at the Inter-
national Meeting on Hydrogen and Its Properties, November 1976.
17. Witcofski, Robert D.: Hydrogen-Fueled Subsonic Aircraft — A Perspective. Pre-
sented at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society of Engineering Science,, November
1i?76.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Alford, Williani J., Jr.; and Maddalon, Dal V. (Compilers): Foreign Civil Aviation
Competition 1976 Summary and Implications. NASA TM X-73907, 1976.
2. Baber, Hal T., Jr.; and Swanson, E. E.: Advanced Supersonic Technology Concept
AST-100 Characteristics Developed in a Baseline-Update Study. NASA TM
X-72815 2 1976.
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3. Fetterman, D, E.: Preliminary Sizing and Performance Evaluation of Supersonic
Cruise Aircraft. NASA TM X-73936, 1976.
4. Heyson, Harry H.: Preliminary Study of a Very Large Catamaran Freighter as a
Derivative of a Current-Wide Body Aircraft. NASA TM X-73940, 1976.
5. Hoffman, Sherw. d: Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) Program — Bibli-
ography - ,iuiy 1972 through June 1976. NASA TM X-73950, 1976.
6. Jernell, Lloyd S.: Development of Two Supercritical Airfoils With a Thickness-to-
Chord Ratio of 0.20 and Design Lift Coefficients of 0.3 and 0.4. NASA TM X-73948,
1976.
7. Maddalon, Dal V.; and Wagner, Richard D.: Energyand Economic Trade Offs for
Advanced Technology Subsonic Aircraft. NASA TM X-72833, 1976.
8. Mascitti, Vincent R.: Aerodynamic Performance Studies for Supersonic Cruise
Aircraft. NASA TM X-73915, 1976.
9. Morris, S. J.; Foss, W. E., Jr.; and Russell, J. W.: Assessment of Variable-Cycle
Faigines for Mach 2.7 Supersoni„ Transports; A Status Report, NASA TM
X-73977, 1976.
10. Schrader, Owen E.: Application of Advanced Technology to Future Long-Range
Aircraft. NASA TM X-73921, 1976.
11. Whitehead, Allen H., Jr.: The Promise of Air Cargo — System Aspects and Vehicle
Designs. NASA TM X-71981, 1976,
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IX. PUBLICATIONS FOR FLIGHT RESF.ARCII DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Fisher, Bruce D.: Chanapine, Robert A.: Deal, Perry I,.: Patton, .James I1L, Jr.: and
Hall, Albert W.: A Flight Investigation of Piloting Techniques and Crosswind
Limitations During Visual STOL-Tvpe Landing Operations. NASA TN D-8284,
1976.
2. Hastings, I{.arl C., .Jr., Sit oiks, Robert E.: and Mueller, Arnold W.: Noise Mrasure-
nients for a Irvin-Engi , re Commercial .Jet Aircraft During 3o Approaches and
Level Fivovers. NASA TM X-3337, 1976.
3. Moen, Gene C.: DiCarlo, Daniel ,J.: and Yenni, Kenneth R.: A Parametric Analysis
of Visual Approaclies for Helicopters. NASA TN D-3275. 1976.
4. Yeager, William T., <Jr.*. and Mantay, Wayne R.: Correlation of Full-Scale
Helicopter Rotor Perfcraaaance in Air With Model-Scale Freon Data. NASA
TN D-8323, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Borger, .J. Ii.: Bystrona, P. O.: Gerken, W. E.: Grainger, M.: Kesti, N. E.:
Kvietkus, J. L: 1'itzel, G. D.: and Morris, J. P.: The Effects of Installing;
Vortex Attenuation Devices on the Dmign, Performance, and Operaiions of a
Heavy Coninwrcial Jet 'Transport - Part 2. NASA CR-145102, 1976.
(NAS1-137211 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company)
2. Briezinski, Stanley J.: Analytical Investigation of Gust Suppression Techniques for
L.-	 the CII-5,1, Helicopter. NASA CR-145013, 1976, (NAS1-14019 United Technologies
Corporation)
3. Davis, S. ,J.: Research Requirements for Development of Improved Helicopter
Rotor Efficiency. N :SA CR-145117, 1976. (NAS1-13624 Boeing-Vertol Company)
4. Davis, S. J.: and Rosenstein, 11. J.: Identifying and Analyzing; Methods for Reducing;
the Energy Consumption of Helicopters. NASA CR-144953, 1976. (NAS1-13624
Boeing-Vertol Company)
5. Dean, Michael W.: Correlation of Extended CII-53 Helicopter NASTRAN Model
With Full-Scale Aircraft Shake Test Data. NASA CR-145012, 1976. (NAS1-14019
Sikorsky Aircraft, United Technologies Corporation)
6. Doman, Glidden S.: Research Requirements for the Reduction of Helicopter
Vibration. NASA CR-145116, 1976. (NAS1-13624 Boeing;'-Vertol Company)
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7. Gankwani, Santu T.: The Effect of helicopter MaitL Rotor Blade Phasing and Sparing
on Performance, Blade Loads, and Acoustics. NASA CR-2737, 1976.
(NA81-13705 Rochester Applied Science Associates)
8. Ball, G. F.: Shamroth, S. J.: McDonald, Ii.: and Brilev, W. R.: The Inviscid
Pressure Field on the Tip of a Semi-Infinite Wing and its Application to the
Formation of a Tip Vortex. NASA CR-2748, 1976. (NAS1-12794 United
Technologies Research Center)
9. Hoffstedt, D. J.: Research Requirements to Reduce Empty Weight of Helicopters
by Use of Advanced Materials. NASA CR-145113. 1976. (NAS1-13624 Boeing-
Vertol Company)
10. Krauss, Timothy A.: Advanced Systems Design Study of a Cumposite Structures
Rotor for the RSRA: Volume i, - Design, Analysis, and Development Plan.
NASA C11-145082, 1976. (NAS1-14114 United Technologies Corporation)
11. Krauss, Timothy A.: Advanced bNstenis Design Study of a Composite Structures
Rotor for the RSRA: Volume II - Development Plan Costs. NASA CR-145083,
1976. (NA81-14114 United Technologies Corporation)
12. Lemanski, A. J.: Researc Requirements for Development of Advanced Technology
Ilelicoptet, Trans inissions. NASA CR-145114, 1976. (NAS1-13621 Boeing-Vertol
Company)
13. Levine, Larry S.: An Analytic Investigation of Techniques to Reduce Tail Rotor
Noise. NASA CR-145014, 1976. (NAS1-14019 United Technologies Corporation)
14. Longobardi, John A.: Advanced Systems Design Study of a Variable Geometry
Rotor for the RSRA: Volume II - Development Plan Costs. NASA CR-145081,
1976. (NAS1-14111 United Technologies Corporation)
15. Longobardi, John A.: Cassar ino, Sebastian J.: and Gold, William A.: Advanced
Systems Design Study of a V friable Geometry Rotor for the RSRA: Volume I -
Design, Analysis, and Development Plan. NASA CR-145080, 1976. (NA,S1-14111
United Technologies Corporation)
16. McConnell, Walter J., Jr.: A Technique for GEnerating Arbitrarily Shaped Curved
Approach Paths. NASA CR-2734, 1976. (NAS1-12365 Sperry Flight S'ystenis -
Sperry Ra nd Corporation)
17. Rorke, James B.: Hover Performance 'Pests of Full-Scale Variable Geometry
Rotors. NASA CR-2713, 1976. (NAS1-12084 United Technologies Corporation)
18. Semple, R. D.: Research Requirements for Development of Regenerative Engines
for Helicopters. NASA CR-145112, 1976. (NAS1-13624 Boeing-Vertol Company)
`I
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19. Sternfield, Harry, Jr.; and Doyle, Linda Bukowski: The Effects of Engine Noise
and Rotor Broadband Noise on Civil Helicopter Operations. NASA CR-145085,
1976. (NAS1-13624 Boeing-Vertol Company)
20. Tracy, Peter W.: and Berger, .John H.: The Effects of Installing~ Vortex Attenuating
Devices on the Design, Performance, and Operations of a Heavy, Commercial Jet
Transport. NASA CR-145101, 1976. (NAS1-13728 Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company)
21. Wentz, W. H., Jr.-, and Volk, C. G., Jr.: Reflection-Plane Tests of Spoilers on an
Advanced Technology Whig With a Large Fowler Flap. NASA CR-2696, 1976.
(NSG-1118 Wichita State University)
22. Yost, J. H.: Research Requirements for Emergency Power to Permit Hover One
Engine Inoperative Helicopter Operation. NASA CR-145115, 1976. (NAS1-13624
Boeing-Vertol Companv)
23. Anon.: Predesign Study for an Aero, Acoustic Research Rotor S ystem. NASA
CR-145017 - Volume I, 1976. (NAS1-13980 Boeing-Vertol Company)
24. Anon.: Predesign Study for an Aero
'
Acoustic Research Rotor System. NASA
CII-145018 - Volume II, Funding; Estimate, 1976. (NAS1-13980 Boeing-Vertol
Company)
25. Anon.: A Development Plan for an Aero Acoustic Research Rotor System. NASA
CR-145015 - Volume I; CR-145016 - Volume II, 1976. (NAS1-13979 Bell
Helicopter Company)
26. Anon.: Advanced System Design Study of a Composite Structures Rotor - Volume I.
NASA CR-145092, 1976. (NAS1-14113 Boeing-Vertol Company)
27, Anon.: Advanced System Design Study of a Composite Structures Rotor - Volume 11:
Funding Estimate and Risk Analysis. NASA CR-145093, 1976. (NAS1-14113
Boeing;-Vertol Company)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Barber, Marvin R.: Hastings, Earl C., Jr.; Champine, Robert A.: and Tymczyszyn,
Joseph .J.: Vortex Attenuation Flight Experiments. Presented at the NASA Wake
Vortex Minimization Symposium, February 1976.
2. Corsiglia, V. I?.; and Dunham, R. i?., Jr.: Aircraft Wake-Vortex Minimization by
Use of Flaps. Presented at the NASA Wake Vortex Minimization Symposium,
February 1976.
3. Dunham, R. Earl, Jr.: Exploratory Concepts Found to be Unsuccessful for Aircraft
Wake Vortex Minimization. Presented at the NASA Wake Vortex Minimization
SyIllposium, February 1976.
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4. Dunham, R. Earl, Jr.: Summary of NASA Wake-Vortex Minimization Research.
Presented at the NASA Conference on Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
October 1976.
5. Mnharn, It. Earl, Jr.: Holbrook, G. Thomas: Mantay, Wayne R.: Campbell,
Richard L., and Van Gunst, Roger W.: Flight-Test Experience of a Helicopter
Encountering; an Airplane Trailing; Vortex. Presented at the 32nd Annual National
Forum if the American Helicopter Society, May 1976.
6. Enders, ,John H.: and Stickle, Joseph W.: Aviation Safety and Operating; Problems
Research and Technology. Presented at the AGARS FMP Symposium on
"Aircraft Operational Experience and Its Impact on Safety and Survivability,"
May 19 76.
7. Fisher, Bruce D.: Stough, H. Paul: and Kershner, David D.: Trailing Anemometer
for I,ow Airspeed Calibration. Presented at the SAL Business Aircraft Meeting,
April 1976.
8. Holmes, Bruce .J.: Kolnlman, David L.: and Crane, Harald L.: Prvliniiweiry Flight-
Test Results of an Advanced Technology Light Twin-Engine Airplane 'ATLIT).
Presented at the SAFE Business Aircraft Meeting, April 1976.
9. Mantay, Wayne R.: Holbrook, G. Thomas; Campbell, Richard L.: and Tonlaine,
Robert L.: Flight Investigation of the Response of a Helicopter to the Trailing
Vortex of a Fixed-Wing Aircraft. Presented at the AIAA Third Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, ,June 1976.
10. Moen, Gene C.: DiCarlo, Daniel ,J.: and Yelltni, K, It.: A Studv to I3etermine the
Characteristic Shapes of Helicopter Visual Approach Profiles. Presented at
the 32nd Annual National Forum of the American Helicopter Society, May 1976.
11. Patton, ,Tames M., .Jr.: General Aviation Flight Testing at Langley Research Center.
Presented at The University of Tennessee Space Institute, May 1976.
12. Horke, ,James B., and Mantay, Wayne IL: The Evolution of the Variable Geometry
Rotor. Presented at the American helicopter Society Symposiums on Rotor
Technology, August 1976.
13. Snyder, W. J.: and Schoultz, M. B.: Civil Helicopter Flight Research. Presented
at the AIAA Aircraft Systems and Technology Meeting, September 1976.
14. Snyder, William .J.: Schoultz. Michael B.: and Cross, Jeffrev L.: Vibration
Investigation of a Large Transport helicopter. Presented at the 47th Shock and
Vibration Symposium, October 1976.
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15. Stickle, .Toseph W.: General Aviation Research and Development of the National
Aeronautic:; and Space Administration. Presented at the 26tH Annual Meeting
of the ,southeastern Aviation Trades Associatiou, .Tuly 1976.
10*. Stickle, .Toseph W.: and Belly , Mark W.: Grrund-Based Facilities for Evaluating
Vortex Minimization Concepts. Presented at the NASA Wake Vortex Minimization
Symposium, Fcbrua r^ 1976.
17. Tavlor, Robert T.: Flight Toohniques and Testing for the Advanced ATC.
Presented at the AIAA Aircraft Svstoms and Technologw Meeting, September 1976.
19. White, Samuel, .Tr.: Saf4^ty Considerations for the RSRA. Presonted at the
American Society of Safet y Engineers Meeting, November 1976.
I). Iiigh Number Technical Menlc,randunis
1. Cross, .T(,ffrcy I,.: and Steven:;, Darlene I).: .;tudv of Operational Parameters
Itllpacting helicopter Fuel Consumption. NASA I'M X-73922, 1976.
2. Culpepper, Richard G.: Paterson, William C'.: Van (,wrist, Roger W.: and Person,
Lee 11., Jr.:. 	 A Flight Investigation of the Effect of Increased Thrust Vectoring
oil the Performance of they Kestrel Aircraft. NASA TM X-72766, 1976.
3. culpepper. Richard G.: Woodfield, Alan A,: Person, Lee Ii., Jr.*, 	 Hamilton,
Sgdn. I.dr. I3. Iatl I..: and Silsbt, Norman S.: A Flight Investigation of the
I-;ffects of VIFF (in the Maneuvering Performance and Handling Qualities of the
Harrier Aircraft. NASA TM X-72765. 1976.
4. Knox, Charles E.: and Iiartnell, Desmond: A Comparison of Two Commercial and
the Terminal Configured Vehicle Area Navigation Svstenis. NASA TM X-72633,
197ti.
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X. PUBLICATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED AERODYNAMICS DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Allen, .Jerry M.: Systematic Study of ,Error Sources in 13uper,onic Skin-Friction
Balance Measurements. NASA TN D-8291, 1976,
2. Andrews, Earl H., Jr.; and Mackley, Ernest A.: Analysis of Experimental Results
of the Inlet for the NASA Hypersonic Research EnpJne Aerothermodynamic Inte-
gration Model. NASA TM X-3365, 1976.
3. Barker, Raymond L.: A Nonlinear Theory for Airfoils With Trailing-Edge Jet Flap.
NASA TN D-8368, 1976.
4. Blair, A. B., Jr.: Effect of Reynolds Number on the Acrodvnamic Stability and Con-
trol Characteristics of a 55o Clipped-Delta-Wing Orbiter Configuration at
Supersonic Mach Numbers. NASA TAI X-33" P 19'76.
5. Capone, Francis .J.: Effects of Nozzle Exit 1 , xc^ -° and Shape on Propulsion-Induced
Aerodynamic Characteristics Duo to Vecto. e . 	 in Axisymmctric Nozzles at
Mach Numbers From 0.40 to 1.2 NASA TM,
 X. 33?3, 1976.
R. Carson, George T., Jr.; and Midden, Raymond F.: ?Mach 4 Free-Jet Tunnel-Starting
E.tiperiments for a Hypersonic Research Engine Model Causing High Blockage.
NASA TM X-34112, 1976.
7. Compton, William B., III: Jet Exhaust and Suppo„t. Interference Effects on the
Transonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Fighter Model With Two Widely
Spaced Engines. NASA TM X-3424, 1976.
8. Cra^el, Theodore R., Jr.: A Device for Rapid Determination of Ther mophysical
Properties of Phase-Change Wind-Tunnel Models. NASA 'TM X-3421, 1976.
9. Dollyhigh, Samuel M.; Morris, Odell A.; and Adams, Mary S.: Experimental Effects
of Fuselage Camber on Longitudinal Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Series of
Wing-Fuselage Configurations at a Mach Number of 1.41. NASA TM X-3411, 1976.
10. Edwards, C. L. W.: A Forebod, Design Technique for Highly Integrated Bottom-
Mounted Scranijets With Application to a Hypersonic Research Airplane. NASAi N D-8369, 1,976.
11. Fournier, Roger H.; Foster, Gerald V.; and Watson, Carolyn B.: Aerodynamic
Characteristics at Mach 0.60 to 2.86 (,r a Canard-Controlled Span-Constrained
Missile for Missions at Low to Moderate Altitudes. NASA TM X-3436 1 1976.
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12. Fuller, Dennis E.: Pressure Distributions for a Rectangular Supersonic Inlet at
Subsonic Speeds. NASA TM X-3305, 1976.
13. Hayes, Clyde; and Monta, William .T.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 1/4-Scale
Model of Morass Missile Configurations at Supersonic Speeds. NASA TM X-3354,
1976.
14. Henderson, William P.: Effects of Wing Leading-Edge Radius and Reynolds Number
on Longitudinal Aerodynamic Characteristics of Highly Swept Wing-Body Con-
figurations at Subsonic Speeds. NASA TN D-8361, 1976.
15. Hirsh, Richard S.: Numerical Solution of Supersonic Three-Dimensional Free-
Mixing Flows Using the parabolic-Elliptic Navier-Stokes Equations. NASA
TN D-8195 0 1976
16. Lamb, Milton; and Stallings, Robert L., Jr.: Heat-Transfer Distributions on a
0.013-Scale Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster at Mach 3.70 and Angles of Attack
From Oo
 to 1800, NASA TM X-3417, 1976,
17. Maiden, Donald L.; Performance of an Isolated Two-Dimensional Wedge Nozzle With
Fixed Cowl and{ Variable :Wedge Centerbod;* at Mach Numbers Up to 2.01. NASA
TN D-8218, 1976.
18. Reubush, David E.: Investigation of Very Low Blockage Ratio Boattail Models in
the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. NASA TN D-8335, 1976.
19. Reubush, David E.: Effect of Reynolds Number on the Subsonic Boattail Drag of
Several Wing-Body Configurations. NASA TN D-8238, 1976.
20. Reubush, David E.: Experimental Investigation to Validate the Use of Cryogenic
Temperatures to Achieve High Reynolds Numbers in Boattail Pressure Testing.
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C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Anders, J. B.; Stainbaek, P. C.; Keefe, L. R.; and Beckwith, I. E.: Fluctuating Dis-
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6. Boatright, William B.; Sabol, Alexander P.; Sel ,acher, Daniel I.; Pinckney, Shimer Z.;
and Guy, Robert W.: Langley Facility for Tests at Mach 7 of Subscale, Hydrogen-
Burning, Airframe -Integratable, Scramjet Models. AIAA Journal of Aircraft,
February 1976.
7. Bradley, R. G.; Jeffries, R. R.; and Capone, F. J.: A Vectored-Engine-Over-Wing
Propulsive Lift Concept. Presented at the AIAA Aircraft Systems and Technology
Meeting, September 1976.
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Layers. Presented at the AGARD Lecture Series can "Compressible Turbulent
Boundary Lagers, March 1976.
9. Bushnell, Dennis M.; Hefner, ,Jerry N.; Ash, Robert L.; and Orszag, Steven A.: Effect
of Compliant Wall Motion on Turbulent Boundary Layers. Presented at the IUTAM
Symposium on Structure of Turbulence and Dray; Reduction, .June 1976.
10. Capone, i rancis .J.: Summary of Propulsiv:'-Lift Research in the Langley 16-Furst
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the Southeastern Seminar on Thermal Sciences, Jun(' 1976.
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16. Ferri, A.; Maliser, A.; and Hefner, J. N.: Investigation of Slot Cooling at High
Subsonic Speeds. AIAA Journal, .June 1976.
17. Harris, J. E.: Solution of the Compressible Navier-Stakes Equations for the Doattail-
Afterbody Flow Field. Presented at the Propulsion Interaction Workshop, May
1976.
18. Harris, Julius E.: Laminar, Transitional and Turbulent Three Dimensional Boundary
Layers Presented at the University of Maryland Seminar on "Computational
Fluid Dynamics," February 1976.
19. Harvey, W. D.; Stainback, P. C.; and Srukowski, A. J.: Effect of Slot Width oil Transi-
tion and Noise Attenuation of a Sound Shield Panel for Supersonic Wind Tunnels.
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20. Hefner, Jerry N.: Effect of Geometry Modifications on Effectiveness of Slot Injection
in Hypersonic Flora. AIAA Journal, .June 1976.
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21. Hefner, Jerry N.; and Weinstein, Leonard M.: Re-examination of Compliant Wall
Experiment.-, in Air With Water Substrates. AIAA Journal of Spacecraft and
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22. Holst, Terry L.: The Relative Merits of Several Numerical Techniques for Solving
the Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations. Presented at the 13th Annual Meeting
of the Society of Engineering Science, November 1976.
23. Jackson, L. Robert; and Taylor, Allan H.: A Structural Design for a Hypersonic
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24. Jenkins, Renaldo V : Mixing and Combustion of an Underexpanded H2 Jet in Super-
sonic Fiow. Presented at the AIAA,'SAE 12th Propulsion Conference, July 1976.
25. Keyes, J. Wayne: Shock Interference Peak Heating Measurements Using Phase
Change Coatings. AIAA Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, January 1976.
26. Landrum, Eninia Jean; and Tuwnsend, James C.: Azsessment of Existing Analytic
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sonic Speeds. rresented at the AGARD Symposium on "Prediction of Aerodynamic
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27. Lawing, Pierve L.; and Hunt, James L.: Aero,.iynamic Heat Transfer to a Hypersonic
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26. Maiden, Donald L.; and Petit, John E.: Investigation of Two-Dimensional Wedge
Exhaust Nozzles for Advanced Aircraft. AIAA Journal of Aircraft, October 1976.
29. McClinton, Charles R.: Evaluatiou of Scranijet Combustor Performance Using Cold
Nonreactive Mixing Tests. Presented at the AIAA 14th Aerospace Sciences Meet-
ing, .l anu-ary 1976.
30. Mercer, Charles E.; and Carson, George T., Jr.: Upper Surface Nacelle Inifluence
on SCAR Aerodynamic. Characteristics at Transonic Speeds. Presented at the
Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Technology Conference, November 1976.
31. Miller, David S.; Carlson, Harry W.; and Middleton, Wilbur D.: A Linearized Theory
Method of Constrained Optimization for Supersonic Cruise Wing Design. Presented
at the Supe. sonic Cruise Aircraft Technology Conference, November 1976.
32. Morrisette, E. Leon: Roughness Induced Transition Criteria for Space Shuttle-Type
Vehicles. AIAA Journal of Spacecraft and Rackets, February 1976.
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Reduction by Compliant Walls. Presented at the IUTAM Symposium on Structure
of Turbulence and Drat; Reduction, .Tune 1976.
34. Pumani, Lawrence E.: Favorable Interference Effects Due to Over the Wild.; Blowing.
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February 1976.
35, Putnam, Lawronc,. E.; and Abeyounis, William K.: Experimental and Theoretical
Study of Flow Fields Surrounding Boattail Nozzles at Subsonic Spends. Presented
at the AIAA SAE 12th Propulsion Conference, July 1976,
36. Reubush, David T..: The PAAS Method for Prediction of Isolated Axisynlniotric
Boattail Pressure Distributions. Presented at the Propulsion Interaction Work-
shop, May 1976.
37. Reubush, David Iii.: 'effect of Reynolds Number on Boattail Drat;. AIAA Journal of
Aircraft, ..Aay 1976.
38. Salas, Maimol D.: Shock Fitting, Method for Complicated Two .-Dinlensional Super-
sonic Flow. AIAA Journal, May 1976.
39. Shrout, B. L.; Morris, O. A.; Robins, A. W.; and Dollyhigll, S. M.: Review of NASA
Supercruise Configuration Studios. Presented at the 'Teclinical C'onferenct , on
Supercruise Military Aircraft Design, I11olmiary 1970'.
40. Spearntlil, M. Leroy: An Aerodynamic Assessniont of Ft,reigil Research, Develop-
nlent, and Teciuloloiw. Presented at the Naval Aviation FxecutiVe Institut-'` °>
Tactical Missile Colloquium, April 1976.
41. 9rokowski, Andrew .I.: Langley Efforts in IJovolopmont of Aerodynamic Design `Tools
for L F C Suction Optimization. Presented at the 2nd ARPA ONR Low Speed
Boundary Layer 'Transition Workshop, September 1976.
42. Srokowski, A. J.; Howard, F. U.: and Feller, W. V.: Direct Measurenionts at Mach 6
of Turbulent Skin-Friction Reduction by Injection From Single and Multiple Flush
Sluts. Presented at the AIAA 14th Aerospace 86ences Meeting, January 1976.
43. Stainback, P. C.; and Rainey, R. A.: Correlation of Frcestream Pressure I)isturb-
ancrs ill Supersonic Wind Tunnels. AIAA Journal, February 1976.
44. Townsend, Jamos C.: The Role of Finite-Differonce Methmi., -	 he.sign and Analysis
for Supersonic Cruise. Presented at Supersonic Cruise 	 'Technology Coil-
ference, November 1976.
45. Waltrup, Paul i.; Anderson, Griffin F.; and Stull, Frank D.: Supersonic Conlbustion
Ramjet (Seraluljet) Fn"ine Development in the United States. Presented at the 3rd
International Symposium oil Ail' Breathin g Engines, March 1976.
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7. Stallings, Robert L., Jr.;< and Lamb, Milton: A Simplified Method for Calculating;
Temperature Time Histories in Cryogenic Wind Tunnels. NASA TM X-73949,
1976.
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1. Adcock, lerry B.: Real-Gus Effects Associated With One-Dimensional 'Transonic
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2. Barnwell, Richard W,: Approximate Method for Calculating Transonic Flow About
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3. Bloom, Alvin M.: Halilweg, Williaim Ii.: and Sleenian, William C., ,Jr.: Wing-
Surface—,Tet Interaction Characteristics of an Upper-Surface Blown Model With
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4. Boyden, Richmond P.: Fr.,^eman, Delma C., Jr.: and Davenport, Edwin E.:
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7. Coe, Paul L., ,Tr.; McLemore, H. Clyde: and Shivers, .Tames P.: Effects of Upper-
&rface Blowing and Thrust Vectoring on Low-Speed Aerodynamic Characteristics
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8. C'room, Delwin R.: Low-Speed Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Various Segments of
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10. Croom, Delwin R.: Vogler, Raymond D.: and Williams, Geoffrey M.: Lott-Speed
Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Flight Spoilers as n ailiiig-Vortex-Alleviation
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TN D-8360, 1976.
11. Flecluler, Stuart G.. Jacobs, Peter F.: and Whitcomb, Richard T.: A High Subsonic
Speed Wind Tunnel Investigation of Winglets on a Representative Second Generation
Jet Transport Wing. NASA TN D-8264, 1976.
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of the Effectiveness of an Automatic Control System Designed to Improve the
High Angle-of-Attack Characteristics of a Fighter Airplane. NASA TN D-8176,
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13. Grantham, William I).: Deal, Perry L.: and Libbey, Charles E.: Piloted Simulator
Study of the Stability and Control Characteristics of the B-1 Airplane at Ifigh
Angles of Attack (Coord. No. AF-AM-128). NASA Tb1 SX-3381, 1976.
14. Jacobs, Pater F.: and Fleclmer, Stuart G.: The Effect of Winglets on the Static
Stability Characteristics of a Representative Second Generation Jet Transport
Model. NASA `rN I)-8267, 1976.
15. Johnson, William G., Jr.: Pressure Distributions on a Rectangular Aspect-Ratio-6,
Slotted Supercritical Airfoil Wing With I?xternally Blown Flaps. NASA TM X-3337,
1976.
16. Jordan, Frank L., ,Jr.: hivestigation of Some Effects of Humidity on Aerodynamic
Characteristics of a 10-1 1 ercent-Thick NASA Supercritical Airfoil. NASA
I'M X-3355, 1976,
17. Lamar, John E.: A Vortex-Lattice Method for the Mean Camber Shapes of Trimmed
Noncoplanar Planforaaas With Mini:nuna Vortex Drat;. NASA TN I)-8090, 1976.
18. Minec•k, Raymond E_: Freeman, C"arl E.: and Hassell, .James L., Jr.: Rotors-©ff
Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 1 6-:kale Model of the Rotor Systems Research
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14). Paulson, Jahn W., ,Jr.: Wind-Iunnel Investigation of a Fowler Flap and Spoiler for
an Advanced Goneral Aviation tying. NASA 'TN D-8236, 1976.
20. Scher, Stanley IJ.: and Whit y , William L.: Spin-'Runnel Investigation of a 1 25-Scale
Model of the General Dynamics VF-16 Airplane (Coord. No. AF-AM-135).
NASA 'I'M SX- 3400. 1976.
21. Shivers, James P., 1NIcLen10re, 11. C'Iycie: and Coe, Paul L., Jr.: Low-Speed Wind
"Ituinel Investigation of a Large-Scale Advanced Arrow Wing Supersonic 'Transport
C'ozifilairation With Engines Mounted .Dove the Wing for Upper-Surface Blowing.
NASA TN D-23350, 1976.
22, Staff of Langley Researela Center: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Aerodynamic
Performance, Steady and Vibratoii, Loads, Surface Temperatures, and Acoustic
Characteristics of a Lart , v-Scale 'Twin-Engine Lipper-Stirf:ace Blown ,Jet-Flap
C.onfi,miration. NASA TN D-3235, 1976.
23. Vogler, Raymond D.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Internally Blown Jet-Flap ST®L
Airplane Model. NASA Ti. L)-8309, 1976.
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High Subsonic Speeds for Wing-Tip Mounted Winglets. NASA TN D-8260, 1976.
25. Yip, Long P.: and Shubert, Gary L.: Pressure Distributions on a I - by 3-Meter
Semispan Wing at Sweep Angles From 0 0 to 400 in Subsonic Flow. NASA
TN D-8307, 1976.
26, Anon.: Vortex Lattice Utilization. NASA SP-405, 1976.
27. Anon.: Powered-Lift Aerodynamics and Acoustics. NASA SP-406, 1976,
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1. Arimilli, Rao V.: Evaluation of Two Swept-Infinite-Wing Potential 'Viscous Flow
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2. Baker, A. J.: and Manhardt, P. D.: The Finite Element Method Applied to Analysis
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10. Lan, C. F.: A Theoretical Investigation of Over-Wing-Blowing; Aerodynamics.
NASA CR-144969, 1976. (NSG-1139 The University of Kansas Center for
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11. Mabey, Dennis G.: Some Remarks On The Design Of Transonic Tunnels With Low
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G. Mabey)
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18. Ver, Istvan L.: Acoustical Evaluation of the NASA Langley V/STOL Wind Tunnel.
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19. Ver, I. L.; Andersen, D. W.: and Bliss, Donald B.: Acoustical Modeling Study of
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CR-145005, 1976. (NAS1-13857 Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.)
20. Ver, Istvan L.; Hayden, Richard E.; Myles, Mark M.: and Murray, Bruce E.:
Exploratory Study to Reduces Fan Noise in the Test Section of the NASA Langley
Full-Scale Wind Tunnel. NASA CR-144929, 1976. (NAS1-13585 Bolt Beranek
and Newman Inc.)
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C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Ayers, Theodore G.: NASA Research Facilities. Presented at The University of
Tennessee Space Institute - Short Course on Aerospace Ground Test Facilities
and Flight Testing, April 1976.
2. Barnwell, Richard W.: Improvements in the Slotted-Wall Boundary Condition,
Presented at the AIAA 9th Aerodynamic Testing Conference, June 1976.
3. Barnwell, Richard W.: Two Inviscid Computational Simulations of Separated Flow
About Airfoils. Presented at the AIAA 9th Fluid and Plasma. Dynamics Conference,
Julv 1976.
4. Babbitt, Percy J.: Overview of Langley Activities. Presented at the 3-I)
Aerodynamic Analyses Workshop, July 1976.
5. Babbitt, Percy J.: and Manro, Marjorie E.: Theoretical and Experimental Pressure
Distributions for a 71.2 0 Swept Arrow-Wing Configuration at Subsonic, Transonic,
and Supersonic Speeds. Presented at the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Technology
Conference, November 1976.
6. Babbitt, Percy .I.; and Manro, Marjorie E.: Comparisons of Theoretical and
ExpLriniental Pressure Distributions on a Highly Swept Wing at Subsonic,
Transonic, and Supersonic Speeds. Presented at the Air Force Fli g ht Dynamics
Laboratory High-Angle-of-Attack Workshop, November 1976.
7. Bowman, James S., Jr.: Correlation of Results of Model and Full-Scale Spin Tests.
Presented at the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory High-Angle-of-Attack
Workshop, November 1976.
8. Bov , inan, James S., Jr.: Mechanics of the Spin Dynamic Model Test Technique.
Presented at The University of Tennessee :apace Institute Short Course on
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9. Bowman, James S., Jr.: Effects of Configuration Variables - The Langley General
Aviation Stall and Spin Program. Presented at The University of Tennessee
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10. Boyden, Richmond P.: Langley Magnetic Balance Program. Presented at the
AGARD MiNi-LaWs Meeting - A Re'view of Model Systems and Their Implications
in the Operation of Pressurized Wind Tunnels, April 1976.
11. Campbell, James F.: Theory for Prediction of Jet Interaction Effects. Presented
at the 3-D Aerodynamic Analyses Workshop, July 1976.
12. Campbell, James F.: Augmentation of Vortex Lift by Spanwise Blowing. AIAA
Journal of Aircraft, September 1976.
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13. Campbell, James F.: and Gloss, Blair B.: Aerodynamic Concepts for Improving;
Fighter A/C Agility at High Angles-of-Attack. Presented at the Aix Fdrep Flight
Dynamics Laboratory High-Angle-of-Attack Workshop, November 1976.
14, Campbell, J. F.: Gloss, B. B.: and Lamar, J. E.: Vortex Maneuver Lift for Super-
Cruise Configurations. Presented at the Technical Conference on Supercruise
Military Aircraft Design, February 1976.
15. Carter, James E.: An Inverse Technique for Viscous -Inviscid Interaction.
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Conference on Environnivii.al Sensing and Assessment, 1976,
38, Sidney, Barry D,: McInville, Roy M.: and Hassan, H. A.: Theom and Experiment of
Low Trans itions ill CO Discharge Lasers. AIAA Journal, July 1976.
39. ro(tosvo, Edward F.; and 11arvv 'v , Gale A.: Trajectories and Orbits From the NASA-
NnISiT Meteor Obst w rvatory I. The Astronomical Journal, November 1976.
40. Tolson, Robert Ii.: Blanchard, Robert C.: and DaniC ;, FdNvard F.: Phobos and Deimos
Encounter Fxperinient During; the Viking- Fxtended Mission. AIAA Journal of
tip:;cecraft and Rocket:;, January 1976.
41. Williams, ICI, D.; Jalufka, N. Vr.: Hohl, F.: and I.ee, J. H,: J Traniuni Plasma F,mission
at Gas-Core Reaction Conditions. Presented at the Princeton University Confer-
ence on Partially lonized Plasmas including ow 'rhird 8%niposium on uranium
Plasmas, .Tune 1976.
42. Wiison, John W.: and Iihandvlwal, Govind S.: Protean-Tissue Dose Buildup Factors.
lit w alth Physics, Ati g;ust 197 6. 
D. Hi gh Nuni l wr Technical Memorandums
1. Bug,lia, Ja:ues J.: `rhe Effect of Reuwte Zones on the Accuracy of Evaluating;' the
'Molodensky Inte.g-ral. NASA TM X-72798, 1976.
2. Byvik, Charles F.: Surface Photovoltagte Spectroscopy Applied to Gallium Arsenide
;surfaces. NASA TNI X-71958, 1076.
3. Byvik, Charles F.; and Walker, Gilbert II.: Photoelectrolytic Production of Hydrogen
Using; Sviniconductor EIvetrodes. NASA TNI X-72830, 1976.
4. Long.-, Edward R., Jr.: and Rogowski, Robert S.: A Tlierinoluminescent Method for
AerOsol Characterization. NASA Tlti X-72795, 1976.
^l
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5. Walker, Gilbert H.: Third Working Meeting on Gallium Arsenide Solar Cells, NASA
TM X-72819, 1976.
6. Weaver, W. R.; and Meador, W. E.: The Wavelength Dependence and an Interpreta-
tion of the Photometric Parameters of Mars. NASA TM X-73937, 1976.
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XIII. PUBLICATIONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Anon.: Atmospheric Aerosols, Their Optical Properties and Effects. 11ASA
CP-2004 1 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Diangante, John M.; Englar, Thomas S., Jr.; and Jazwinski, Andrew f ° 	 , nase I
Urban Air Quality Estimation Study. NASA CR-145097, 1976. M.. %S1-13764
Business and Technological Systems, Inc.)
2. Hwang, Baoc huan; and Pergament, Harold S.: Environmental Effects of Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor Exhaust Plun ges. NASA CR-145079, 1976.
(NAS1-14271 AeroCheng Corporation)
3. Little, Arthur D., Inc.: Design Study for an Airborne Infrared Spectrometer Using
Tunable Laser Diodes. NASA CR-145100, 1976. (NAS YI-13045 Arthur D. Little,
Inc.)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Audorson, Peter; and Mugler, John P„ Jr.: EPA Use of Satellite and Remote Sensing
in Ocean Monitoring. Presented at the NATO Conference of the Advanced Research
Institute oii Farth Observation ;systems, November 1976.
2. Bess, T, D , .le; and Smith, G. Louis: Estimation of Regional Heat Flux From Scanning
Radio. Teter Measurements. Presented at the Seventh Conference on Aerospace
and Acronautical MeteorologN and Symposium on Remote Sensing From Satellites,
November 1976.
3. Keating, G. M,; Levine, J. S.; Prior, E. J.; McDougal, D. S.; Lee, R. B., III; and
Blanclu,rd, R. C.. A New Mars Upper Atmosphere Planetary Quarantine Model.
Presented at the 197 .1 Fall Annual Meeting of the American Geophysical Union,
December 1976.
4. Keating, G. M.; Prior, E. J.; Lee, R. B., III; Hinson, E. W.; Fricke, K. K.; and
Trinks, H.: The Di:,tribution of Helium and Molecular Nitrogen in the Lower
Thermosphere Measured by ESRO IV. Proceedings of the Eighteenth Plenary
Meeting of COSPAR, Space Research XVI, 19r66.
5. Levine, Joel S.: Volatile Outgassing on Earth and Mars. Presented at the Third
College Park Colloquium on Chemical Evolution and Comparative Planetology,
September 1976.
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6. Levine, Joel S.: The Evolution of Water on Mars, Presented at the Colloquium on
Water in Planetary Regolith-s, October 1976.
7. Levine, Joel S.: The Making of the Atmosphere. Presented at the 13th Annual
Meeting of the Society of Engineering Science, November 1976.
B. Levine, Noel S.: The Evolution of Water on Mars. Proceedings of the Colloquium
on Water in Planetary Regoliths, 1976.
9. Mayo, A. P.; Michael, W. H., Jr.; Tolson, I1. H.; Blackshear, W. T.; Gapeynski, J. P,;
Kelly, G. M.; Cain, D. L.; Brenkle, J. 'P.; Shapiro, I. I.; and Reasenberv, R. D.:
Celestial Mechanics Results From Viking Radio Tracking Data. Presented at
the American Astronomical Society's, Division on Dynamical Astronomy,
December 1976.
10, Reichle, Henry G., Jr.; and Hesketh, W. D.: A Gas Filter Correlation Instrument
for Atmospheric Trace Constituent Monitoring", Presented at the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) Technical Conference on Atmospheric Pollu-
tion Measurement Techniques, October 1976.
11. Renisberg, Ellis E.; .Tomes, Carolyn F.; and Park, Jae li.: A Two,-Dimensional
Stratospheric Model of the Dispersion of Aerosols From the Fuo^ro Volcanic
Eruption. Presented at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society of Engineering
Science, November 1976.
12. Remsberg, Ellis E.; ,Tones, Carolyn F.,, and Park, Jae H.: A Two-Dimensional
Stratospheric Model of the Dispersion of Aerosols From the Fuego Volcanic
Eruption. Presented at the NASA OSA Topical Meeting on Atmospheric Aerosols,
Their Optical Properties and Effects, December 1976.
13. Remsberg, Ellis E.; and Northani, G. Burton: Feasibility of Atmospheric Aerosol
Measurements With Lidar From Space Shuttle. Presented "t the NASA OSA
Topical Meeting on Atmospheric Aerosols, Their Optical Pr, )erties and Effects,
December 1976.
14. Smith, G. Louis: Pollutant Dispersal it a Nonriniform Flow. Presented at the Third
Symposium on Atmospheric Turbulence, Diffusion and Air Quality, October 1976.
15. Turner, Richard E.; HaggarLi, Kenneth V.; and Chk:n, Tsing Chang: The Influence of
the Diabatic Heating in the Troposphere on the Stratosphere. Presented at the
13th Annual Meeting of the Society of Engineering Science, November 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
No high number technical memorandums.
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XIV. PUBLICATIONS .'W SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Crawford, Davis H.: Shock Interferepce Heat Transfer to Tank Configurations Mated
to a Straight-Wing Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach Number 10.3. NASA TN D-82031
1976.
2, Eldred, Charles H.; and Gordon, Sabina A.: A Rapid Method for Optimization of the
Rocket Propulsion System for Single-Stage-To-Orbit Vehicles. NASA TN D-8078,
1976.
3. Freeman, Delma C., Jr.; Boyden, Richmond P.; and Davenport, Edwin E.: Subsonic
and Transonic Dynamic-Stability Characteristics of the Space Shuttle Launch
Vehicle. NASA TM X-3336, 1976.
4. Gupta, Roop N.; and Wakelyn, Noel T.: A Theoretical Study of Rtactive and Non-
Reactive Turbulent Co-axial Jets. NASA TN D-8127, 1976.
5. McLain, Allen G.; and Rao, C. S. R.: A Hybrid Computer Program fo: Rapidly
Solving; Flowing; or Static Chemical Kinetic Problems Involving; Many Chemical
Species. NASA TM X-3403, 1976.
Ei, Miller, Charles C., III; and Wilder, Sue E.: Table and Charts of Equilibrium Normal-
Shock Properties for Hydrogen-Helium Mixtures With Veloe'ties to 70 km sec -
Volume I. 95 Percent Hydrogen - 5 Percent Helium by Volume; Volume II.
90 Percent Hydrogen — 10 Percent Helium by Volume; Volume III. 85 Percent
Hydrogen 15 Percent Helium by Volume; Volume IV. 75 Percent Hydrogen —
25 Percent Helium by Volume (Corrected Fditions). NASA SP-3085, 1976.
7. Miller, Charles G., III; and Wilder, Sue E.: Table and Charts of Equilibrium Normal-
Shuck Properties for Pure Hydrogen With Velocities to 70 km sec. NASA
SP--3087 (Revised), 1976.
8. Miller, Charles G., III; and Wilder, Sue E.: Tables and Charts of Equilibrium
Thermodynainic Properties of Carbon Dioxide for Temperatures From 100 K
to 25 000 K. NASA SP-3097, 1976.
9. Miller, Charles G., III; and Wilder, Sue E.: Table and Charts of Equilibrium Normal
Shock and Shack-Tube for Pure Argon With Velocities to 18 km sec. NASA
SP-3098, 1976.
10. Miller, rharles G., III; and Wilder, Sue E.: Tables and Charts of Equilibrium
Normal-Shock and Shock-Tuk:, Properties for Pure Carbon Dioxide With Velocities
From 1 to 16 km sec. NASA SP-3100, 1176.
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11. Moore, Jahn A.: Measured Opening; Characteristics of an Elect romagrnetically
Opened Diaphragm for the Langley Fxpansion Tunnel. NASA TM X-3378, 1076.
12, Moore, John A.: Description and Operating; Performance of a Parallel-Rail Electric-
Arc System With Helium Driver Gas for the Langley 6 -Inch Expansion Tube.
NASA TM X-3448, 1076,
13. Powell, Richard W,; Stone, Howard W.; and Rowell, Lawrence F.: Effects of Modifi-
cations to the Space ShuLle l;ntry Guidance and Contirl Systems. NASA TN
D-8273, 1076.
14. Sininionds, Ann L.; Miller, Charles G., III; and Nealy, John F.: Tables and Charts
of Equilibrium Thermodynamic Properties of Ammonia for Temperatures
From 500 to 50 000 K. NASA SP-3099, 1976.
15, Siv,^rtson, W. F„ Jr.: A Global Search and Rescue Concept Using; Synthetic Aperture
Radar and Passive User Targets, NASA TN D-8172, 1976,
16. Throckmorton, David A.: hffect of a Surface-to-Gap Temperature Discontinuity on
the Heat Transfer to Reusable Surface Insulation Tile Gaps. NASA TN D-8233,
1976,
17. Zoby, Ernest V,: (Inoffo, Pater A.; and Graves, Randolph A., Jr,: Correlations for
Determining; `Thermodynamic Properties of llydrog;en-Helium Gas Mixtures at
Temperatures From 7000 to 35 000 K. NASA TN D-8262, 1976.
13. Contractor Reports
1. I3oI •r., Charles W., .Jr.: At, Algorithm for Selecting; a Radiation Transport Subg;rid
for Ablation and Radiation Coupled Hypersonic Viscous-Shock-Layer Problems.
NASA CR-144957, 1976. (NAS1-12527 Computer Sciences Corporation)
2. 1%,;eman, Adolph; Vinh, Nguyen X.; and Culp, Robert D.: Solution of the Exact Equa-
tions for Thrce-Dimensional Atmospheric Entry Using; Directly Matched Asymp-
totic Fxpatisions. NASA CR-2043, 1976. gNS(;-1056 University of Colorado)
3. ;Marconi, Frank: Salas, Manuel; and Yaeger, Larry: Development of a Computer
Code for Calculating the Steady Super Hypersonic Inviscici Fl(,w Around Real Con-
figurations — Volume I --- Coniputatioi al Technique. NASA CR-2075, 1970.
(NA81 -11525 Grumman Aerospace Corporation)
4. Marconi, Frank; and Ym-g;er, Larry: Development of a Computer Code for Calculat-
ing tale Steady Super Hypersonic Inviscid Flow Around Real Configurations
Volume II • Coda Description, NASA CR-2676, 1976. (NAS1-11525 Grumman
Aerospace Corporation)
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5, McNeilly, W. R.: Advanced Slvittle Pay load Sizing Studv. NASA CR-132714, 1976.
(NA81 - 12436 McDonnell Douglas Curix)ration)
Rubin, S. G.: and Khosla, P. K.: Iiic,her-Order Numerical Solutitri Using Cubic
Spline s. NASA C11-2653, 1976, (NSG-1091 Polytechnic Institute of New York)
7. Rubin, S. tl.: and Khosla, P. K.: Hither-Order Numerical Methods Derived Fro m
Three- Point Polviionimal Interpolation. NASA C'R-2735, 1976, (NAS1-13655
(icnoral Applied Seienvo Laboratories)
6. Anon.: Spacelab User Implementation Assessment Studv ISoftware Requirenien's
Analysis) _ V ►► lunie I	 Fxecutive Summaxv, , NASA CR-144966-1, 1976.
(NAS1-12933 RKwkwell Internatiomal Corporation)
D. Anim.: Spacelab User Implementation Assessment Studv (81 ,ftware Requirements
Analysis)	 Vt)lumv II	 Technical Report. NASA CR-144966-2, 1976.
^NAS1-12933 Roekwell International Corporation)
C. Articlos anti Meetint Presontations
1. Anderson. F. Clav: Moss, James N.: and Sutton, Kenneth: 'rurimi(int Yisvoua:-Sliock-
Laver Solutions With Stront, Vorticitr Interaction. Presented at the AIAA 14th
Avrospace Sciences Meetimt, Ja,nmry 1970'.
2. Ompbell, Javot W.: Choosiin, Reliability Level for Shuttle-Carried Payloads,
Astronautics and Aeronautics, .Tilly Aimust 1-076.
3. Decker, John P.: llonrv, H. 1.: and Fltdred, Charles H.: Advanced Forth Orbital
Transportation Systeni Teclinoloty. Presented at the AIAA MSFC Syniposiuni on
Space Intdustriali7ation, May 1976.
4. DeYmmt,,, 11, J,: Jalufka, N. W,: anti Rohl, F.: Direct Nuclear Punipii ►g; of 3He-Kr
and 'd He-Xe. Presented at the Twenty -Nintli Annual Gaseous Electronics Confer-
ence, Oet ober 1976.
5. Dunavant, .T. C.: Naravan, K. Y.: and Walberg,, (I. D.: A Survey of I.ee:side Flow and
Heat Transfer on Delta Planforni Configru rat ions. Presented at the AIAA 14th
Aerospace Sciences Meetin;;, January 1976.
F. Eldred, Charles II.: Rehder, .John .T.: and Wilhite, Alan W.: Nozzle Selection for
Optimized Sin ►,le-Stage Shuttles. Presented at the )MIIth International Astro-
nautical Congress, October 1976.
7. Gary, Peter S.: and Hohl, Frank: Numerical Simulation of Ions in the Plasma Focus,
Presc ► it nd at the American Physical Society 197E Annual Meeting; of the Division of
Masi, . Plivsics:, November 1976.
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8. craves, Randolph A., Jr.:. 	 Solutions to Divergence Form Fquations Using the Meth-id
of Partial Implicitization. .Journal of Computationa' Phvsicsc, July 1976.
9. Hamilton, Harris: Numerical Computations on Three-Diniens+ional Iitviscid Flaws.
Presented at the Exterior Ballistics Laboratory Seminar, February 1976.
10, H..rries, W. L.: L e, .1. H.: and h1cFarland, D. R.
'
Electron Reams in a Plasma
Focus. Presented at the 1976 Meeting; of the Southeastern Section of the American
Physical Society, November 1976.
11. Harries, W. L.: Lee, .1. 11.: and McFarland, D. R.: F7st X-Rae. Streak Photography
of a Plasma Focus. Presented at the American Physical Society 1976 Annual
Meeting; of the Division of Plasma Physics, November 1976.
12, Henry, Beverly l.; and Decker, .Tohn P.: Future Earth-Orbit Transportation.
Astronautics and Aeronautics, September 1976.
13, .Talufka, N. W.; I)eYoung;, R. J.: and Hohl, F.: Direct Nuclear Pumping; of a 31ie-Ar
Laser. Present ed at the Twenty-Ninth Annual Gaseous Electronics Conference,
October 1976,
14. Lee, J. H.; Harries, W. I,.: asid McFarland, D. R.: Correlation of X-Ray and Neutron
Emission From a Plasma Focus. Presented at the American Physical Society
1976 Annual Meeting; of the Division of Plasma Physics, November 1976.
15. Lee, J. 11.; and McFarland, D. R.: Ct,rrent Sheet Dynamics in ^t Hypocycloidal Pinch.
Presented at the 1976 Meeting; of the Southeastern Section of ;he American Phys-
ical Society, November 1976.
1f. Meador, W. F.: and Weaver, W. It.: An Improved Diffusion Approximation to Radia-
tive Transfer in Atmospheres and Clouds. Presented at the NASA OSA Topical
Meeting on Atmos;Nheric Aerosols, Their Optical Properties; and Effects,
December 1976.
17. Melfi, Leonard T., Jr.:. 	 Characteristics and Potential Applications of Orbiting; Ultra-
high Vacuum Facilities. Presented at the X(VIIth International Astronautical
Congress, October 1976.
18. Miller, Charles G.: Operational Experience in the Langley Expansion Tube With
Various Test Gases Along; With Preliminary Results in the Expansion Tunnel.
Presented at the ATAA 9th Aerodynamic Testing; Conference, .Tune 1976.
19. Mors, tJaiiies N.: Ander ,cm, lip , Clay: and Bolz, Charles W., ,Tr.: Aerothernial
Environment for .)ovian Entry Probes. Presented at the AIAA 11th Therinofiaiysics
Conference, .Tuly 1976,
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20, Olstad, Walter B.: Developing a Technology Base in Planetary Entry Aerothermo-
dynamics. Proceedings of the XXIVth International Astronautical Congress, 1976.
21, Schryer, David R.: Study of Soot Particles in Flames Using Light Scattering. Pre-
sented at the 1st Government Coordination Meeting on Combustion, January 1976.
22. Sivertson, W. E,, Jr.: Global Search and Rescue — A New Concept, Presented at
the XXVIIth International Astronautical Congress, October 1976.
23. Sivertson, ::'. E., Jr.; Larson, R. W.; and Zelenka, J. S.: Space Shuttle Search and
Rescue Experiment Using; Synthetic Aperture Radar. Presented at the Western
Electronic Show and Convention (WESCON), September 1976.
24. Stone, Howard W.; and Powell, Richard iW,: Space Shuttle Orbiter Entry Guidance
and Control System Sensitivity Analysis. Presented at the AIAA Third Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Confr rence, June 1976.
25. Sutton, Kenneth: Radiative Heating; About Outer Planet-Entry Probes. AIAA Journal
of Spacecraft and Rockets, May 1976.
26. Sutton, Kenneth; Jones, Jim J.; and Powell, Richard W,: Effect of Probe Configura-
tion on Radiative Heating During Jovian Entry. Presented at the AIAA 11th
Thermophysics Conference, July 1976.
27, Tynan, Charles I., Jr.: Summary of 1975 OAST Space Technology Workshop Results.
Presented at the 1976 Annual Meeting of the Virginia Academy of Science, May
1976.
28. Walberg, Gerald D.; Jones, Jim J.; Olstad, Walter B.; Sutton, Kenneth; Moss,
James N.; and Powell, Richard W.: An Investigation of the Effects of Mass Loss,
Shape Change and Real Gas Aerodynamics on a Jovian Atmospheric Reconstruction
Experiment. Presented at the XXVIIth International Astronautical Congress,
October 1976.
29. Walker, Gilbert H.; and Byvik, Charles E.: Photoelectrolysis of Water Using n-type
GaAs Photoanodes. Presented at the 150th Meeting of The Electrochemical
Society, October 1976.
30. Wilson, J. W.: Depth-Dose Relations for Heavy Ion Beams. Presented at the 1976
Meeting of the Southeastern Section of the American Physical Society, November
1976.
31. Wilson, J ^k., Costner, C. M.; and Khandelwal, G. S.: High-Energy Ion Reaction
Theory. Presented at the 1976 Meeting of the Southeastern Section of the American
Physical Society, November 1976.
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12. Wright, Robert L.: Mars: A First Lank. Presented at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University IEEE Section Meeting, October 1976.
33, Wr' glit, Robert L.: Viking Preliminary Results. Presented to the Norfolk Astro-
iomical Society, November 1976.
34. Weight, Robert L.: Mars: A First Look. Presented to the Poninsula Astir ►nonical
Society, December 1976,
35. Wright, Robert L.: Project Viking. Presented at the American Society of Safety
Eng'wers Meeting, November 1975.
D. High Number Teclutical Memorandunis
1. Vide, Donald G.; and i2au, Ti. nothy It.: A Demonstration of an I oonomic Figure of
Merit of Techno-economic Sensitivities for an Advanced Single-Stage-to-Orbit
Vehicle. NASA TM X-7211011, 1976.
2. Phillips, W. Pelham: Space Shuttle Orbiter rrininicd Center-of-Gravity Extension
Study: Volu ►lie II	 F ffects of Confie,Li rat ion Modifications on the A: rodynamic
Characteristics of the 140A 11 Orbiter at Transonic Speeds. NASA T'i;T X-721161,
1976,
3. WoRnmenster, K. Janes: and Houser, Lona M.: Solution of a Large Hydrodynamic
Problem [Tsing the STAR 100 Computer. NASA TM X-731104, 1976.
4. Wilson, John W.: anti Costner, C"hristoplier M.: Hit,h-F nergy heavy Ion Ahsw.,ption
Cross Section. NASA TM X- 73:+29, 1976.
a. Anon,: F xecutivc Summary, OAST Stunner Workshop. NASA TM X-731160, 19711.
6. Anon.: Vulttnxs I, Data Processing and Transfer, OAST Sunnier Workshop. NASA
TNI X-73961, 1970' .
7, knon.: Voluint, 1I, Sensing and Data Acquisition, o.As,r Summer Workshop,
NASA '1'M X-7:1962, 1976.
8. Anon,: Volume III, Navigation, guidance and Control, OAST Summer Workshop.
NASA TM X-73963, 1076.
9. Anon.: V. , lune 1V, Power 'roclinology, OAST Summor Workshop. NASA TNT X-73964,
1976.
10. Anon.: Vulune V,	 OAST Summer Workshop. NASA TM
X-739ti5, 1;176.
11, Anon.: Voluuiu, V1, Structures and Dynamics, OAST Summer Workshop. NNASA °I'M
X-73966, 1976.
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12. Mon.: Vulunir VII, Mattrials, OAS,r Suinnuor Workshop. NASA 'rM X-73967, 1076,
13. Anon.: Volunir VIII, Tlu v rmal Control, OAST Summor Workshop. NASA TM X-73068,
1076.
14, Anon.: Volucnr IX, Entry Torhnology, OAST Suninivr Workshop. NASA TM X-73960,
1976.
15. Anon.: Volume X, Basic Rosvarrll, OAST Sutntnrr Workshop. NASA TM X-73970,
1076.
16 Anon.: Volume XI, I.ifv S'ccpport, OAST Suuinwr Workshop. NASA TM X-73071,
1076).
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XV. PUDLICA`rIONS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS AND TITIiNOLOGY DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Avis, Lee M.: A Spurr-Time 'Tensor Formulation for Continuum Mechanics in
General Curvilinear, Moviag, and Deforming Coordinate ) , stems. NASA 'TR
11-462, 4976.
2. Gomberg, Richard I.; and Stewart, Roger B.: A Computer Simulation of the After-
burning Processes Occurring Within Solid Rocket Motor Plumes in the 'Trupo-
phorr. NASA 'rN D-8303, 1676.
3. Gregory, Gerald L.: Measurement roctiniclues Investigated for Detection of IIydro-
gvn Chloride (IICI) Gas in Ambient Air. NASA TN D-8352, 1976.
4, Olilhorst, Craig W.: Analysis of Six Broadband Optical Filters For Measuring
Chlorophyll a and Suspended Solids in the Patuxent River. NASA 'rM X-3399,
1976.
5. Poole, Lamont H.: Comparison of Remotely Sensed C"ont,mental-Shelf Wave Spectra
With Spectra Computed by Using a Wave Refraction Computer Model. NASA 'rN
D-8353, 19761.
0'. Poole, Laniont R.: Wave Refraction Diat;nis for the Baltimore Canyon Region of
the Mid-Atlantic Continental Shelf Coniputeti by [isiijg 'Three Bottom 'ropography
Approaiiin,itioin 'Techniques. NASA TM X-3423, 1976.
7. Poole, Laniont R.: 'rrainsformation of Apparent Oeean Wave Spectra as Observed
From an Aircraft Sensor Platform, NASA TN D-8246, 1976.
8. Rees, 'Thomas H.; and 'Turner, Richard F.: Calculation of Wind-Driven Surface
Currents in the North Atlantic Ocean. NASA 'TN D-8223, 1976.
9. Stewart, Roger B.; and Gomborg, Richard I.: The Production of Nitric Oxide in the
Troposplic-re as a Result of Solid-Rocket Mater Afterburning. NASA TN D-8137,
197ti.
10. Turner, Richard F.: Rees, Thomas H.; and Woodbun, Gerard E.: Adaptation of a
General Circulation Modal to Ocean Dynamics. NASA TN D-8258, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Carmichael, J. J.: Eldridge, R. G.; Frey, E. J.; Friedman, E. J.; and Gliovanlou,
A. H.: Stratospheric Measurement Requireinients and Satellite-Borne Remote
Sensing Capabilities. NASA CR- 144911, 1976. (The Mitre Corporation)
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2. Orth, Robert J.: Remote Sensing of Submerged Aquatic Vegetation in the Lower
Chesapeake Bay. NASA CR-144918, 1976. (NAS1-10720 Virginia Institute of
Marine Science)
3. Perganient, Harold S.; Thorpe, Roger D.; and Baochuan, Hwang: NOx Deposited in
the Stratosphere by the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motors. NASA CR-144928,
1976. (NAS1-13544 AeroChem Research Laboratory, Inc.)
4. Pina, .lose F.; and House, Frederick B.: Techniques for Computing Radiant
Emittance From Observations by Wide Angle Satellite Radiometers. NASA
CR-145011, 1976. (NASi-11871 Drexel University)
5. Spaulding, Malcolm; and Hunter, David: Development of a Three Dimensional
Numerical Water Quality Model for Continental Shelf Applications. NASA
CR-145694, 1976. (NSG-1008 University of Rhode Island)
6. Vukovich, Fred M.: Some Aspects of User Needs for an Air-Launched, Expendable
Free-Drifting Buoy. NASA CR-144988, 1976. (NAS1-13637 Research Triangle
Institute)
7. Wezernak, C. T.; Turner, R. F.; and Lyzenga, D. R.: Spectral Reflectance and
Radiance Characteristics of Water Pollutants. NASA CR-2665, 1976. (NAS1-13589
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan)
8. Anon.: Development of a Thin Film Solid State Gaseous HCl Sensor. NASA
CR-144954, 1976. (NAS1-12833 North Carolina State University)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Bowker, D. E.; and Witte, W. G.: Evaluation of Water Samples Collected During
LANDSAT-1 Overpasses; of the Lower Chesapeake Bav Area. Proceedings of the
International Conference on Fnvironmental Sensing and Assessment, 1976.
2. Callis, L. B.: The Earth Albedo: The Relative Importance of Stratospheric. Aerosols
and Ozone, Presented at the 1976 Spring Annual Meeting of the American Geo-
physical Union, April 1976,
3. Callis, L. B., Jr.: Scattering, Photochemistry, and the Spectral Albedo Between 200
and 725 iiui. Presented at the Symposium on Radiation in the Atmosphere, August
1976.
4. Callis, L. B.; and Boughner, R. E.: Variations in Predicted Stratospheric Trace
Constituents Due to the Inclusion of Rayleigh Scattering. Presented at the 19th
Meeting of COSPAR, June 1976.
5. Callis, Linwood B.: Boughner, Robert E.; Ramanathan, Veerabhadran; and Nealy,
John E.: Ozone: Effect of UV Variability and Stratospheric Coupling Mechanisms.
Presented at the Symposium on Atmospheric Ozone, August 1976.
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6. Costen, R. C.: A New Approach to the Propagation of Convection. Presented at the
1976 Spring Annual Meeting; of the American Geophysical Union, April 1976.
7. Casten, R. C.; Davidson, R. E.; and Rogers, G. T.: Wind-Tunnel Tests and Computer
Simulations of Buoyant Wing;-Tip Vortices. AIAA ,Journal of Aircraft, July 1976.
8. Drewry, ,Joseph W.: Definition of Direct Solar Irradiance Conditions for Experiments
oil the Long; Duration Exposure Facility Satellite. Presented at the 1976 Annual
Meeting of the Virginia Academy of Science, May 1976.
9. Haggard, K, V.: and Turner, R. E.: The Response of a Two-Dimensional 'Zonally
Averaged General Circulation Model of the Atmosphere to Data Insertion With
Implications for Fnvironniental Remote Sensing; Problems. Presented at the 1976
Annual Meeting; of the Virginia Academy of Science, May 1976.
10. Harrison, Edwin F.; Brooks, David R.; and Gibson, Gary G.: Mission Analysis to
Define Satellite Orbits for Earth Radiation Budget Measurements. Presented at
the 1976 AIAA AAS Astrodynamics Conference, August 1976.
11. Humes, D. H.: The .Jovian Meteoroid Environment. "Jupiter" Book, 1976.
12. Johnsen, Robert W.: Application of Aircraft Multispectral Scanners to Quantitative
Analysis and Mapping, of Water Quality Parameters in the James River, VA. Pre-
sented at the 19th Meeting;° of COSPAR, June 1976.
13. Johnsoi., Robert W.: Quantitative Mapping; of Water Quality Parameters in the James
River, Virginia by Aircraft Remote Sensing;'. Presented at the 1976 Annual Meet-
ing of the Virginia Academy of Science, May 1976.
14. Iiibler, James F.: A simulation of Water Pollution Model Parameter Estimation.
Presented at the 2211d Annual Meeting; of the Institute of I'nvironniental Sciences,
April 1976.
15. McFall, John C., Jr.: Deployment and Retrieval of Platform Systems. Presented at
the Water Monitoring; Technology Seminar Workshop, May 1976.
16. Pellctt, G. L,.: Washout of HCI and Application to Solid Docket Motor Exhaust Clouds.
Proceedings of the 1974 Precipitation Scavenging; Symposium, .January 1976.
17. Ranianathan, V.: Radiative Transfer Within the Farth's Troposphere and Strat-
ospthere: A Simplified Radiative-Convective Model. Journal of the Atmospheric
Sciences, July 1976.
18. Ranianathan, V.; Callis, L. B.: and Bougliner, R. F.: Sensitivity of Surface Tempera-
ture and Atmospheric Temperature to Perturbations in the Stratospheric Concen-
tration of Ozone and Nitrogen Dioxide. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences,
June 1976.
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19. Ramanathan, V.; aad Grose, JV. L.: A General Circulation Model Study of the
Radiative-Dynamic Coupling Within the Stratosphere. Presented at the .Taint
DMG AMS International Conference on Simulation of Large-Scale Atmospheric
Processes, August 1976.
20. Ruzecki, F. P.; Welch, C. S.: LUsry, J. W.: and Wallace, John W.: Observations and
Interpretation of Flow and Temperature Data From Drogued Buoys Near the
Shelf Water-Gulf Stream Contact at Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. Presented at
av 1976 Spring Annual Meeting of the American Geophysical Union, April 1976.
21. Rureek , R. P.; Welch, Christopher; LTsry, .1. W.; and Wallace, J. W.: The Use of
the HOLF Satellite System to Observe Continental Shelf Circulation. Presented
at the 1976 Offshore Technology Conference, May 1976.
22. Smith, G. Louis, and Green, Richard N.: The Analysis of Wide Field of View Radi-
otueter Measurements of Earth Radiation Budget. Presented at the 19th Meeting
of COSPAR, Tune 1976.
23. Smith, G. Louis; and Green, Richard N.: Theoretical Analysis of Wide Field-of-View
Radiometer Measurements of Earth Energy Budget. Presented at the Fifth Annual
Remote Sensing of Earth Resources Conference, March 1976.
24. Smith, G. Louis; Green, Richard N.; Kibler, Tames F.; Avis, Lee M.; Suttles, John T.;
and Young, George R.: A Simulation Study of Earth Radiation Budget Data Inter-
pretation. Presented at the Summer Computer Simulation Conference, July 1976.
25. Stewart, Roger B.; and Goniberg, Richard I.: Computational Study of Chemical Non-
equilibrium Rocket Plume Behavior in the Troposphere. Presented at the JANNAF
9th Plume Technology Meeting, February 1976.
26. Turner, Richard E.; Haggard, Kenneth V.; and Chen, Tsing Chang: A Numerical Study
of the Radiative-Dynamic Interaction in the Stratosphere by a Time-Dependent
Zonal Mean Circulation Model. Presented at the Joint DMG:'AMS International
Conference on Simulation of Large-Scale Atmospheric Processes, August 1976.
27. Weaver, William L.: Earth Radiation Measurements From Artificial Satellites.
Presented at the 1976 Annual Meeting of the Virginia Academy of Science, May
1976.
28. Wilkins, Judd R.; and Boykin, Elizabeth H.: Electrochemical Method for Early
Detection and Monitoring of (''oliforms. Journal of American Water Works
Association, May 1976.
1
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29, Wilkins, Judd R.; Tynan, Charles I., Jr.; and Boykin, Elizabeth H.: Specimen Hous-
ing Unit for Cinemicrographic Studies in the Vertical Plane. Journal of Applied
and Environmental Microbiology, August 1976.
30. Wornom, Dewey E.; Woods, David C.: and Thomas, Mitchel E.: Instrumentation of
a Sampling Aircraft for the Measurement of Launch Vehicle Effluent. Presented
at the 1976 National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, May 1976.
31. Wright, Robert L.: Viking Mission to Mars. Presented to the Norfolk Astronomical
Society, Jung 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Gregory, Gerald L.; Wornom, Dewey E.; Aendura, Richard J.; and Wagner, H. Scott:
Hydrogen Chloride Measurements From Titan III Launches at the Air Force
Eastern Test Range, FL 1973 Through 1975. NASA TM X-72832, 1976.
2. Spaulding, lVlalcolm: Numerical Modeling of Pollutant Transport Using Lagangian
Marker Particle Technique. NASA TM X-73930, 1976.
3. Whitlock, Charles H.: An Estimate of the Influence of Sediment Concentration and
Type on Remote Sensing Penetration Depth for Various Coastal Waters. NASA
TM X-73906, 1976.
4. Wilmoth, P. G.; Grice, S. S.; and Cuda, V.: Pulse Height Response of an Optical
Particle Counter to Monodispersed Aerosols. NASA 7'M X-72812, 1976.
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XVI. PUBLICATIONS FOR MARINE AND APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
1. Shields, William E.; and McFall, John C. (Compilers): Free Drifting Buoys. NASA
CP-2003, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1- Bartle, E. R.: Airborne HCl-CO Sensing System. NASA CR-145095, 1976.
(NAS1-13573 Science Applications, Inc.)
2. Carmichael, J.; et al.: Evaluation of Satellites and Remote Sensors for Atmospheric
Pollution Measurements. NASA CR-144970, 1976. (L-88328 The Mitre
Corporation)
3. Wvanlou, Ali: Analytical Model for Remote Sensing of Water Turbidity. NASA
CR-145050, 1976. (L-88328 The Mitre Corporation)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Mayhue, R. J.; and Lovelady, Ray W.: Acoustic Tracking of Woodhead Drifters. Pre-
sented at the MTS-IEEE OCEANS '76 Conference and Exposition, September 1976.
2. Rees, Thomas H.: Calculation of Steady-State Currents in the New York Bight
Region. Presented at the Conference on Coastal Meteorology, September 1976.
D. High Number Terhnical Memorandums
1. Brewer, Dana A.: A Survey of Kinetic Data of Compounds Containing Flourine. NASA
TM X-73983, 1976.
2. Brooks, David R.: A Comparison of Spacecraft Penetration Hazards Due to Meteor-
oids and Manmade Earth-Orbiting Objects. NASA TM X-73978, 1976.
3. Wallace, John W.; and Cox, John W.: Design, Fabrication, and Systems Integration
of a Satellite Tracked, Free-Drifting Ocean Data Buoy. NASA TM X-72817, 1976.
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XVII. PUBLICATIONS FOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DIVISION
A. Formal Reports
No formal reports.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Anderson, R. D.; Flora, C. C.; Nelson, R. M.; Raymond, E. T.; and Vincent, J. H.:
Development of Weight and Cost Estimates for Lifting Surfaces with Controls.
NASA CR-144937, 1976. (NAS1-14064 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company)
. Rouch, Lawrence L.; and Maycock, J. Norman: Explosive and Propellant Experimen-
p	 tat Aging Study. NASA CR-2622, 1976. (NAS1-12280 Martin Marietta Corporation)
3. Rouch, Lawrence L.; and Maycock, J. Norman: Explosive and Propellant Experimen-
.	 tat Aging Study. NASA CH-2623, 1976. (NAS1-12280 Martin Marietta Corporation)
4. Russo, Samuel C.: Study of Vuillemier Cycle Cryogenic Refrigerator for Detector
Cooling on the Linib Scanning Infrared Radiometer. NASA CH-145078, 1976.
(NAS1-14337 Hughes Aircraft Company)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Bement, Laurence J.: Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA.) Canopy Explosive
Severance,°;'Fracture. Presented at the 9th Symposium on Explosives and Pyro-
technics, September 1976.
2. Gillespie, Vernon P.: The Design of Models for N.T.F. Presented at the AGARD
MiNi-LaWs Meeting - A Review of Model Systems and Their Implications in the
Operation of Pressurized Wind Tunnels, April 1976.
3. Long, Moses J.: Powered Wheels for Aircraft. Presented at the SAE 1976 Air
Transportation Meeting, May 1976.
4. Lucy, Melvin H.; Jones, Irby W.; and Stephens, Maria V.: Acceleration Effects on the
Performance of Solid Propellant Rocket Motors. Presented at the AIAA," SAE 12th
Propulsion Conference, July 1976.
5. Lucy, Melvin H.; Jones, Irby W.; and Stephens, Maria V.: Acceleration Effects on the
Performance of Solid Propellant Sounding Rocket Motors. Presented at the AIAA
4th Sounding Rocket Vehicle Technology Conference, June 1976.
6. Lucy, Melvin H.; and Price, Howard L.: Effect of Compression Molding Technique on
Properties of Two Phenolic-Fiber Composites. Present-,.d at the SPI Reinforced
Plastics."Composites Institute 31st Annual Technical and Management Conference,
February 1976.
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7. Young, C. P., Jr.: Sting Design and the Divergence Problem. Presented at the
AGARD MiNi-Leta AM"ting - A Review of Model Systems and Their Implications
in the Operation of Prtlssurixr • d Wind Tunnels, April 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Bonner, Tom F., Jr.; and Pride, Joseph D., Jr.: A Tow Concept for the Space
Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test. NASA TM X-73972, 1976.
2. Muraca, Ralph J.; and G°,%1lotte, Robert J.: Wind Tunnel Investigati^n of a 141
Vertical Axis Windmill, NASA TM X-72663 0
 1976.
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XVIII. PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
A. Formal Reports
1, Anon.: Advances in Engineering Science, Volumes I-IV. NASA CP-2001, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Sincoff, Michael Z.; and Da jani, Jarir S.: Planning and Evaluation Parameters for
'	 Off Shore Complexes. NASA CR-145040, 1976. (NGT 47-003-028 Old Dominion
University Research Foundation)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Duberg, John E.: Engineering Contributions to the Space Program. Presented at
the Western Electric Company National Engineers Week, February 1976.
2. Duberg, John E.: The Outlook for Aeronautics and Space. Presented to the Profes-
sional Development Seminar, March 1976.
3. Duberg, John E.: Engineering Opportunities and Trends. Presented to the Engineers'
Club of the Virginia Peninsula, May 1976.
4. Duberg, John E.: NASA Langley Research Center Outreach in Astronautical Educa-
tion. Presented at the XXVIlth International Astronautical Congress, October
1976.
5. Duberg, John E.: General Aviation. Presented to the University of Tennessee
Institute, November 1976.
6. Garrick, I. E.: Aeroelasticity -- Frontiers and Beyond. Presented at the AIAA 12th
Annual Meeting (von Karman Lecture), January 1976.
7. Garrick, I. E.: An Appreciation of the Contributions of Theodore Theodorsen. Pre-
sented at the Colloquium Honoring Theodore Theodorsen, September 1976.
8. Garrick, I. E.: Aeroelasticity -- Frontiers and Beyond. AIAA Journal, September
1976.
9. Hearth, Donald P.: Panel Discussion "Where Do We Go From Here?" Presented at
the American Association for the Advancement of Science Annual "Viking Mars
Science Experiments Expectations" Symposium, February 1976.
10. Hearth, bonald P.: Outlook for Space. Presented at the Goddard Engineering
Colloquia, February 1976.
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11. Hearth, Donald P.; and Preyss, Albert E.: Hypersonic Technology — Approach to an
Expanded Progra,n. Astronautics and Aeronautics, December 1976.
12. Michael, William H., Jr,: Vikings at Mars — The Early Results. Presented at the
Langley Colloquium Series, September 1976,
13. Michael, W. H., Jr.; Brenkle, J. P.; Cain, D. L.; F3eldbo, G.; Grossi, M.; Levy,
G. S.; Shapiro, I. I.; Stelzried, C. T.; Tolson, R. H.; and Tyler, G. L.: Summary
of Radio Science Investigations. Presented at the 1976 Fall Annual Mc.ating of
the American Geophyaical Union, December 1976.
14. Michael, W. H., Jr.; Mayo, A. P.; Blackshear, W. T.; Tolson, R. H.; Kelly, G. M.;
Brenkle, J. P., Cain, D. L.; FJeldbo, G.; Sweetnam, D. N.; Goldstein, R. B.;
MacNeil, P. E.; Reasenberg, R. D., Shapiro, I. I.; Boak, T. I. S., III; Grossi,
M. D.; and Tang, C. H.: Mars Dynamics, Atmospheric and Surface Properties:
Determination From Viking Tracking Data. Science, December 1976.
15. Michael, W. H., Jr.; Tolson, R. H.; Mayo, A. P.; Blackshear, W. T.; Kelly, G. M.;
Cain, D. L.; Brenkle, J. P.; Shapiro, I. I.; and Reasenbarg, R. D.: Viking Lander
Location and Spin Axis of Mars: Determination From Radio Tracking Data.
Science, August 1976.
16. Nicks, Oran W.: A Simple Total Energy Sensor. Published in SOARING, September
1976.
17, Nicks, Oran W.: Introduction to "An Overview of Langley Research Center." Pre-
sonted at NASA Langley' s Air Cargo Workshop, February 1976.
18. Nicks, Oran W.: Some Future Prujection5 for Aeronautics and Space. Presented at
the Regional Tvehmology Update Conference, May 1976.
19. Nicks, Oran W.: A Simple Total Energy Sensor. Presented at the XV Congress of
Organisation Scientifique et Technique Internationale du Vol a Voile (OSTIV),
June 1976. (Paper presented by Floyd Sweet, NASA Headquarters)
20. Nicks, Oran W.: The NTF as a National Facility. Presented at the Workshop on
High Reynolds Number Research, October 1975.
21. Nicks, Oran W.: Status and Plans for Generai Aviation Research and Development
Involving the NASA Langley Researe% Center. Presented at the An r al Meeting of
the Aircraft Finance Association, r'ovember 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1, Nicks, Oran W.: A Simple Total Energ.v Sensor. NASA TM K-73928, 1976.
I
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XIX. PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR ELECTRONICS
A. Formal Reports
No formal reports
B. Contractor Reports
1. Graham, D. K.: Trans port Airplane Flight Deco Development Survey and Analysis:
Report and Recommendations. NASA CR- 145121, 1976. (NAS1-13267 Boeing;
Commercial Airplane Company)
2. Rae, William J.; and Dunn, Michael G.: Gasdynamics of the Cryogenic Cooler of the
Nimbus LRIR Instrument. NASA CR-145045, 1976. (NAS1 -14432 CALSPAN
Corporation)
C. Articles and Meeting; Presentations
1. Reeder, John P.: Flight Experience With Electronic Displays Having; Predictive
Information. Presented at the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA)
1976 Annual Assembly Meeting;, November 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
No high number technical memorandums.
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XX. PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR STRUCTURES
A. Formal Reports
1. Anon.: Third Conference an Fibrous Composites in Flight Vehicle Design — Part I.
NASA TM X-3377, 1976,
2. Anon.: Third Conference can Fibrous Composites in Flight Vehicle Design--- Part II.
NASA TM X-3377, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
No , ontractor reports.
C. Articles and Meriting Presentations
No articles and meeting presentations.
D. High Number Technical Menioranduns5
No high number technical memorandums.
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XXI. PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR AERONAUTICS
A. Formal Report3
1. Anon,: Aircraft Safety and Operating; Problems. NASA SP-416, 1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Biolawa, R. L.; Cheney, M. C., Jr,; and Nowak, R. C.: Investigation of a Bearlingless
Helicopter Rotor Concept Having Composite Primary Structure. NASA CR-2637,
1976. (NA91-10960 United Technologies Corporation)
2. Bielawa, Richard L.: Aeroelastic Analysis for Helicopter Rotor Blades With Time-
Variable, Nonlinear Structural Twist and Multiple Structural Redundancy —
Mathematical Derivation and Program User's Manual. NASA CR -2638, 1976.
(NAS1-109E ` United Technologies Corporation)
3. Cranl,hite, James D.; Wilson, Henry E.; and Berry, Victor L.: Correlation of AH-1G
Helicopter Flight Vibration Data and Tailboom Static Test Data With NASTRAN
Results. NASA CIi-145120, 1976, (NAS1-13801 Bell Helicopter Textron)
4. Libor, T.; and Daniel, I. M,: Evaluation of Hybrid Cumposite Materials in Cylin-
drical Spocinion Geometries. NASA CR-145006, 1976. (NAS1-12645 IIT Research
Institute)
5. Piziali, Raymond A.: Analysis of Measured Airfoil Pressure Distributions. NASA
CR-144901, 1976. (NAS1 -13274 Vizex, Inc.)
C. Articles and Meeting; Presentations
No articles and meeting presentations
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
No high number technical memorandums.
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IXXII. PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR SPACE.
A. Formal Reports
No formal reports.
B, Contractor Reports
No contractor relx, ..^
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Mugler, John P., Jr.: Environmental Monitoring. Presented at the Louisiana Tech-
nology Transfer Office Seminar on "Technology Transfer Today." January 1976.
2. Mugler, John P., Jr.: Remote Sensing of Water Pollution. Presented at the Water
Monitoring Technology Seminar Workshop, May 1976.
D. High Numbor Technical Memorandums
No high numbe., technical meniorandum4.
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XMM. PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE O',:' DIRECTOR FOR SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS
A. Formal Reports
1. Allred, Johnny W.; Shinn, Joseph M., Jr.; Kirby, Cecil E.; and Barringer, Sheridan R.:
An Inexpensive Economical Solar Heating System for Homes. NASA TM X-3294,
1976.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Pattee, H. E.; and Linse, V. D.: Development of Explosive Welding Procedures to
Fabricate Channeled Nozzle Structures. NASA CR-144977, 1976. (NAS1-13320
Battelle Columbus Laboratories)
2. Vander Arend, P. C.; Stoy, S. T.; and Kranyeez, T. E.: Feasib-lity Study of Launch
Vehicle Ground Cloud Neutralization. NASA CR-145000, 1976. (NAS1-13973
Cryogenic Consultants, Inc.)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Alley, Vernon L., Jr.; ane McHattan, Austin D.: A Proposed Quantitative Measure of
Fabric Handle and the Relative Characterization of Some Aerospace Flexible
Materials by Handle Moduli. Presented at the Ninth Air Force Geophysics Labora-
tory
 Scientific Balloon Symposium, October 1976.
2. Basford, Robert C.: NASA Tech House. Presented to the Williamsburg Chapter of
the Virginia Society of Professional Engineers, January 1976.
3. Basford, Robert C.: Designing Langley's Systems Engineering Building to Utilize
Solar Energy for Environmental Control. Presented at the American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers Symposium, February 1976.
4. Basford, Robert C.: Energy Conservation Houle Design. Presented to the Hampton
Roads Chapter of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers, March 1976.
5. Basford, Robert C.: Total Energy
 Management for a Single Family Residence. Pre-
sented at the NASA-ASEE Post-Doctorate Summer Faculty Program, June 1976.
6. Basford, Robert C.: NASA Tech House. Presented at the Energy Conservation Board
of the Naval Weapons Station, July 1976.
7. Basford, Robert C.: Solar Energy. Presented at the AIAA. Cleveland Chapter Meeting,
October 1976.
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I8. Basford, Robert C.: Designii- A Langley' s Systems Engineering Building to Utilize
Solar Energy for Environmental Control. Transactions of the American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, July 1976,
9. Basford, Robert C.: Energy Conservation Home Design. Presented to the Roanoke
Chapter of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers, September 1976.
10. Basford, Hobert C.: NASA Tech House. Presented to the Old Dominion University
Chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, September 1976.
11. Buckley, John D.; Evans, Robert C.; and Johns, Harry E.: Graphite Epoxy Composite
Used to Fabricate the Spoiler Hinge Assembly for the 737. Presented at the
Annual Meeti::j; of the American Ceramic Society, May 1976.
12. Buckley, John D.; Lee, Roland W.; and Davis, Quinton C.: The Langley Vertical Axis
Windmill. Proceedings of the Soil Conservation Society of America, 1976.
13. Goble, Ross L.: Urban Planning and Solar Energy. Presented at the Old .Dominion
University Fourth Annual Conference on Urban Community Studies, June 1976.
14. Goble, Ross L.: NASA — Solar Energy Applications to Commercial and Residential
Buildings. Presented at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society of Engineering
Science, November 1976.
15. Greene, Herbert L.: Project RECOUP. Presented at the Peninsula Chapter Meeting
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, November 1976.
16. Hudson, C. Michael; and Seward, Sue K.: A Literature Review and Inventory of the
Effects of Environment on the Fatigue Behavior
 of Metals. Engineering Fracture
Mechanics, June 1976.
17. Kirby, Cecil E.: Solar Energy. Presented at the Louisiana Technology Transfer
Office Seminar on "Technology Transfer Today," January 1976.
18. Kirby, Cecil E.; Basford, Robert C.; Cuppett, H. Richard; and Grover, William H.:
Total Energy Management System for a Single Family Residence. Presented at
the 1976 Annual Meeting of the Virginia Academy of Science, May 1976.
19. Kirby, Cecil E.; Basford, Robert C.; Grover, William H.; and Cuppett, H. Richard:
Total Energy Management System for a Single Family Residence. Presented at
the Mississippi Homebuilders Association State Convention, June 1976.
20. Kirby, Cecil E.; Marushi, Charles B.; Grover, William H.; and Cuppett, H. Richard:
The NASA Technology Utilization House. Presented at the International Symposium
on Lower-Cost Housing, May 1976.
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D. High Number Technical Memorandums
1. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny ! W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for V'% , Nickel Tunnel Shell —
Finite Difference Analysis of Cone,- Cylinder Junction — Volume I. NASA TM
X-73956-1, 1976.
2. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, Jahn F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 9"(Mckel Tunnel Shell —
Finite Element Analysis of Corners 43 and #4 — Volume 2. NASA TM X-73956-2,
1976.
3. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.,
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 9(r(, Nickel Tunnel Shell —
Finite Element Reinforcement, Side Access Door and Angle of Attack Penetration —
Volume 3. NASA TM X-73956-3, 1976.
4. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred )hnny, W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 9; Nickel Tunnel Shell —
Thernial Analysis — Volume 4. NASA TM X-73956-4 1 1976.
5. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for r, Nickel Tunnel Shell —
Finite Element and Numerical Integration Analyses of the Bulkhead Region —
Volume 5. NASA TM X-73956-5, 1976.
6. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for \ational Transonic Facility for rc Nickel Tunnel Shell —
Fatigue Analyses — Volume 6. NASA TM X-73956-6, 1976.
7. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for roNickel Tunnel Shell —
Special Studies — Volume 7. NASA TM X-73956-7, 1976.
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8. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 304 Stainless Steel Tunnel
Shell — Finite Difference Analysis of Cone Cylinder Junction — Volume 1S. NASA
TM X-73957-1 1 1976.
9. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 304 Stainless Steel Tunnel
Shell — Finite Element Analysis of Corners #3 and #4 — Volume 2S. NASA
TM X-73957-2 1 1976.
10. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 304 Stainless Steel Tunnel
Shell — Finite Element Analysis of Plenum Region Including Side Access Rein-
forcement, Side Access Door and Angle of Attack Pentration — Volume 3S. NASA
TM X-73957-3 0 1976.
11. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 304 Stainless Steel Tunnel
Shell — Thermal Analysis — Volume 4S. NASA TM X-73957-4, 1976.
12. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 304 Stainless Steel Tunnel
Shall — Finite Element and Numerical Integration Analyses of the Bulkhead
Region — Volume 58. NASA TM X-73957-5 9 1976.
13. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 304 Stainless Steel Tunnel
Shell — Fatigue Analyses — Volume 6S. NASA TM X-73957-6, 1976.
14. Ramsey, James W., Jr.; Taylor, John T.; Wilson, John F.; Gray, Carl E., Jr.;
Leatherman, Anne D.; Rooker, James R.; and Allred, Johnny W.: LaRC Design
Analysis Report for National Transonic Facility for 304 Stainless Steel Tunnel
Shell — Special Studies — Volume 7S. NASA TM X-73957-7, 1976.
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!	 XXIV. PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
A. Formal Reports
No formal reports.
B. Contractor Reports
1. Chenery, Peter J.: Industrial Application Center Report on the Technology Transfer
Program. NASA CR-144994, 1976. (NASW-2721 North Carolina Science and
Technology Research Center)
2. Smetana, Frederick O.: Solar Assisted Heat Pumps: A Possible Wave of the Future.
NASA CR-2771, 1976. (NAS1-14208 North Carolina State University)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Long, S. A. T.; and Memory, J. D.: FP INDO MO Calculations of Nuclear J' s in
Six-Membered-Ring Aromatics. Presented at the 1976 Meeting of the Southeastern
Section of the American Physical Society, November 1976.
2. Miller, Charles D.; and Pinelli, Thomas E.: Solar Energy: The State of the Art.
Man/Society./Technology, Part I Sept./Oct. 1976, Part H — November 1976,
and Part III — December 1976.
3. Osborn, Howard J.: Patent Licensing. Presented at the Louisiana Technology
Transfer Office Seminar on "Technology Transfer Today," January 1976.
4. Sands, George D.: Viking Science Results. Presented at the AIAA Northeast New
York Section Meeting, December 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
No high number technical memorandums.
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XXV. PUBLICATIONS FOR VIKING PROJECT OFFICE
A. Formal Reports
No formal reports.
B. Contractor Reports
No contractor reports.
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Arrowood, Earl H.: Project Viking. Presented at the Old Dominion University IEEE
Meeting, October 1976,
2. Boyer, William J.: The Viking Project. Presented at the AIAA Middle Atlantic
Region Student Conference, April 1976.
3. Boyer, William .J.: Project Viking. Presented at the Langley Air Command and
Staff Seminar, May 1976.
4. Green, Charles H.: Viking Project. Presented at the AIAA Antelope Valley Section
Meeting, April 1976.
5. Holt, H. Milton: Viking; Project Primary Mission Results. Presented to the AIAA
Engineers Club of the Virginia Peninsula Joint Meeting, December 1976.
6. Martin, James S., Jr.: Viking Overview. Presented at the 10th Aerospace Mech-
anisnis Symposium, April 1976.
7. Martin, James S., Jr.: The Viking Mission to Mars: An Overview. Presented at
the American Association for the Advancement of Science Annual 'Viking Mars
Science Experiments Expectations" Symposium, February 1976.
6. Martin, James S., Jr.: Viking Mission Status Report. Presented at the XXVIIth
International Astronautical Congress, October 1976.
9. Martin, Janes S., Jr.: Utilization of Analytical Instrumentation in the Viking Mission
to Mars. Presented at the U.S. Trade Canter Technical Conference on Scientific
and Industrial Laboratory Instrumentation, November 1,976.
10. Masursky, H.: and Crabill, N. L.: The Viking Landing Sites: Selection and Certi-
fication. .`'science, August 1976.
11. Newcomb, Jr nu F.: Viking Mission to Mars. Presented to the Virginia Society of
Professional Engineers, November 1976.
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12. Nier, A. O.; Hanson, W. B.; Seiff, A.; McElroy, M. B.; Spencer, N. W.; Duckett,
R. J.; Knight, T. C. D.; and Cook, W. S.: Composition and Structure of the
Martian Atmosphere: P reliminary Results From Viking I. Science, August 1976.
13. Sands, George D.: Project Viking. Presented at the IEEE Meeting - Engineers
Club. January 1976,
14. Santis, George D.: Project Viking. Presented at the IEEE Chapter at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, January 1976.
15. Sands, George D.: Project Viking. Presented at the Aerospace Educators Work-
shop, .Tune 1976.
16. Sands, George D.: Planetary Exploration. Presented at the Teachers Workshops
at Union College, July 1976.
17. Shorthill, Richard W.: Huttan, Robert E.; Moore, Henry .T., II; Scott, Ronald F.: and
Spitzor, Cary R.: Physical Properties of the Martian Surface From the Viking I
Lander: Preliminary Results. Science, August 1976.
13. Soffen, Gerald A.: The Scientific Gc»ls of N'iking. Presented at the American
Association for the Advancement of Science Annual "Viking Mars Science
Experiments Expectations" Symposium, February 1976.
19. Soffen, G. A.: Viking I and II, Presented at the 1976 Meeting of the Southeastern
Section of the American Physical Society, November 1976.
20. Soffen, G. A.; and Snyder, C. W.: The First Viking Mission to Mars. Science,
August 1976.
21. Spitzer, Carr R.: Viking Project. Presented at the University of California-Los
Angeles Student Section of ASC, April 1976.
22. Spitzer, Cary R.: Project Viking. Presented at the Northwest Regional Convention
of the Astronomical Leaque, July 1976.
23. Spitzer, Cary R.: The Vikings are Coming. IEEE Spectrum, June 1976.
24. Tiiy ...ons, Jesse D.: Viking Balloon Launched Decelerator Tests. Presented at the
XXVIIth International Astionautical Congress, October 1976.
25. Wright, Howard T.: Aircraft Energy Efficiency. Presented at the Joint Meeting of
the IEEE and ASME, November 1976.
26. Young, A. Thomas: The Viking Strategy During the Planetary Phase. Presented at,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science Annual "Viking Mars
Science Experiments Expectations" Symposium, February 1976.
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D. High Number Technical Memorandums
No high number technical memorandums.
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XXV1. PUBLICNrIONS FOR PROJECTS CROUP
A. Formal Reports
1. Redixh, William L.: Airborne Ballistic Camera. Tracking Systems. NASA TN
D-8225, 1976,
B. Contractor Reports
1. Everett, H. U.; and Myler, T. R.: Satellite Lifetime Routine User' s Manuals. NASA
CR-144941, 1976, (NAS1-12500 LTV Aerospace Corporation)
?.• Flemming, R,; and Ruddell, A.: RSRA Sixth Scale Wind Tunnel Test — Final Report.
k"-	 NASA CR-144964, 1976. (NA51-13000 Sikorsky Aircraft)
, . Lehman, George M.; et al.: Advanced Composite Rudders for DC-10 Aircraft --
Design, Manufacturing, and Ground Tests. NASA CR-145068, 1976, (NAS1-12954
McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
4. Oaks, Arthur E.: Advanced SCOUT Rocket Motor Nondestructive Testing. NASA
CR-145099, 1976. (NAS1-11867 General Electric Company)
,5. Ruddell, A.; and Flemming, R.: IISRA Sixth Scale Wind Tunnel Teri — Tabulated
Balance Data — Final Report — Volume II. NASA CR-144965, 1976. (NAS1-13000
Sikorsky Aircraft)
^. Sellen, J. M., .Jr.: Define a Space Plasma — High Voltage Experiment to be Flown
on the Long Duration Exposure Facility. NASA CR-144934, 1976. (NAS1-13488
TRW Svstems, Inc.)
7. Shields, S.: Scout Nozzle Data Book. NASA CR-145136, 1976. (NAS1-12500 R-52
LTV Aerospace Corporation)
C. Articles and Meeting Presentations
1. Dearing, David .J.: Scout Launch Vehicle, Presented at the ASME Eastern Virginia
Section Meeting, October 1976.
2. DiBattista, .John D.: LDEF Experiment Acquisition Process. Presented at the
Georgia Institute of Technology, School of Engineering Seminar, January 1976.
3. DiBattista,John D.: LDEF Experiment Acquisition Process. Presented to the
University of Southern California School of Engineering, Februaz;y 1976.
4. DiBattista, ,John D,: Acquisition of LDEF Experiments. Presented at the State
University of New York Seminar, March 1976.
5. DiBattista, .Jahn D.: Long Duration Exposure Facility -- A Free-Flying Experiment
Carrier. Presented at the 19th Meeting of COSPAR, Tune 1976.
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6. DiDatttsta, Jahn D.: Long Duration Exposure Facility. Presented at the Qpace
Shuttle Utilization Conference = II, August 1976.
7. DiDattista, John D.: Long Duration Exposure Facility — A New Capability for Space
Testing and Basic Research. Presented at the XXVIIth International Astronautical
Congress, October 1976.
8. DiDattista, John D.: Low , Duration Exposure Facility. Presented at the UCLA
Short Course on "Space Shuttle Design and Operations," November 1976,
9. DiDattista, Jahn D.: Long Duration Exposure Facility. Presented at the University
of Tennessee Space Institute Short Courrsc a "Space Shuttle Applications and
Growth Potential," December 1976.
10. Kinard, William H.: The Long Duration Exposure Facility _ A Multipurpose Free-
Flying Experiment Carrier. Presented at the International Meeting on Utilization
of Space Shuttle and Spacelab, June 1976.
11. Kinard, William H.: Long Duration Exposure Facility — A Multipurpose Free-Flying
T. xpariment Carrier . Published in RAUMFAHRTFORSCHUNG, 1976.
.N .r.._.
12. Leiss, Abraham: The NASA DOD Scout Launch Vehicle. Presented at the University
of Pittsburgh Mechanical Engineering Department Seminar, March 1976.
13. Leonard, Robert W.; and Wagner, Richard D.: Airframe Technology for Energy
Efficient Transport Aircraft. Presented at the SAE 1976 Aerospace Engineering
and Manufacturing Meeting, November 1976.
D. High Number Technical Memorandums
No high number technical memorandums.
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